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Chapter 851 - Three Stones 

“The one from Heavenfall Province was you after all! You survived and arrived in the higher realms!” Shi 

Hao stood below the ancient trees as he stared at the person standing on the mountain peak. He 

released a great sigh. 

Previously, he heard on Fiend Island that exceptional talent Li Yuncong was greatly defeated by a dual-

pupil user, and back then, he already developed suspicions that it might be this person. Today, 

everything was confirmed. 

“I knew someone like you wouldn’t have died so easily in the lower realm. Sure enough, you tenaciously 

made it through and reached the higher realms!” Shi Yi sighed softly. 

His battle clothes swirled with gentle radiance, his sleeves fluttering in the wind. His eyes were deep, 

with great stars changing and chaotic energy hazy within. The scene was astonishing, extraordinary and 

divine. 

Shi Yi was extremely handsome, his build tall and sturdy. His temperament was outstanding, and even 

though he was just casually standing there, one could still tell with a single look that this was a dragon or 

phoenix among men! 

These two spoke up at the same time, and the words they spoke were similar, giving others a strange 

feeling. Was this some kind of tacit understanding? 

They were quite far from each other, looking face to face from the distance. There was originally an 

expanse of ancient primitive trees with enormous rocks laying in disarray between them, yet in the end, 

under a formless type of domain, they silently turned into powder. 

This was especially the case when a mountain broke apart inch by inch, disappearing before everyone’s 

eyes! 

This was horrifying. There was a mountain of distance separating the two, yet as soon as they met face-

to-face, the auras they naturally exerted produced this frightening result. 

Shi Hao’s expression was calm, but his heart was shaken up. His former enemy, his cousin from the same 

clan, had become even more frightening. 

He looked at Shi Yi, discovering that his pupils were extremely deep. He couldn’t see any dual-pupils. 

They might be on the verge of merging! 

He had seen the gray clothed dual-pupiled woman in the lower realm’s ‘Medicine Capital’, and he had 

seen how her divine gaze was clear, her pupils returning to one. He could tell how she was different 

from normal people. 

That woman’s figure was unmatched, her might oppressing everything under heaven. She had said that 

when the dual-pupils reached their peak, they would return to being one, but could also produce the 

dual pupils again. It could be advanced to the limit. 

And now, Shi Yi had clearly stepped onto this unmatched path! 



There were many creatures here, all of them here for the vicious nest. They discovered that something 

strange was happening, and so all of them hurried over. 

It was one thing when they saw Luo Dao and Lan Yichen, but when a few people saw Shi Yi, all of their 

minds were shaken up. They felt as if their eyes had entered a mysterious universe. 

The scene in his eyes was just too terrifying. Stars swirled about one after another, carrying mists, 

changing within a desolate cosmos to recreate heaven and earth. 

How shocking of a creature was this, unexpectedly appearing in front of a single person. The more one 

looked at him, the more they felt like their souls were sinking, developing an urge to bow down and 

kowtow. 

Pu! 

A few powerful experts coughed out blood and took steps backwards, using their powerful wills to 

withdraw from this type of situation. Their hearts were incomparably horrified. This person was not 

someone they should be looking into. 

There were a few who couldn’t control themselves, standing in place like they were in a stupor. There 

were some who directly collapsed in the mountain forest. 

“What a terrifying individual!” The nearby experts all shivered inwardly, feeling incomparably cold. They 

no longer dared to casually send out their divine senses, not daring to stare into his eyes. 

After a wind blew past everyone felt like they were being suffocated. This mountain area was 

completely changed, an incomparably great pressure now filling this place. It was as if a True Dragon and 

an ancient Phoenix were confronting each other, about to carry out a decisive battle! 

“You all, back up for now.” Shi Hao said. He warned Lu Yi, Luo Dao and the others not to stand by his 

side. 

“Little brother, you are still quite strong, strong to the extent of surpassing my expectations. You really 

are still outstanding.” On the mountain peak, Shi Yi spoke. His battle clothes shone, making his entire 

body appear sparkling and resplendent. His voice was calm without any resentment or anger. 

At this moment, he seemed to have transcended. He was calm, collected, and confident. His bearing was 

exceptional. 

“You also exceeded my predictions.” Shi Hao said. He had never underestimated the dual-pupils, to the 

extent where it could be said that he attached great importance to him, treating him like a great enemy. 

When he was young, he only had a single enemy, and that was Shi Yi. It could be said that he had also 

become the only target that he made the firm resolution to surpass. 

Ever since then, he had never had another target like that. 

At that time, Shi Yi truly was strong. Compared to himself who had lost his supreme being bone and 

didn’t have anything, he was an insurmountable figure. 



Shi Yi had a supreme being bone, and he even had dual-pupils, a matchless youth. His might suppressed 

all heroes of the eight regions, with no one being his match! 

For the sake of surpassing him, he cultivated bitterly, devouring the True Supreme Water that couldn’t 

be drunk in the Hundred Shattering Mountains, and even at the sand of the Immortal Spring. 

He was like a madman, doing everything he could just to surpass Shi Yi! 

Shi Yi’s strength was evident. 

To force Shi Hao to treat him with such seriousness, this type of honor might be extremely rare in the 

future. 

Only, Shi Yi was still defeated, killed in the Void God Realm by the Little Stone. He had underestimated 

Shi Hao, never even having the time to use his own supreme eye technique. There were other reasons 

as well, but in the end, he still lost. 

It was precisely after that battle when the Little Stone rose up, his might inspiring awe throughout the 

world, establishing his unmatched belief. He took his first step onto a glorious undefeated path! 

Kacha! 

The two stones met again, both sides surging with bone texts. A blazing streak of divine radiance 

erupted in the void, making the space itself seem like it was on the verge of collapse. 

This was a clash between those at the peak, and even more a formless type of confrontation! 

The two stones met again. Waves stirred crazily between heaven and earth, startling all creatures in 

Fallen Immortal Ridge. All of them were greatly shaken up. They looked towards this direction with 

expressions of disbelief. 

It was because this type of formless fluctuation was too terrifying, making everyone’s hearts tremble. 

Their bodies couldn’t help but shake. 

“You are that dual-pupil Shi Yi?” 

Qin Hao spoke. He took a step outwards, arriving in the void. He looked at the outstanding male on the 

opposing mountain peak. 

“You should call me older cousin.” Shi Yi had a warm smile on his face as he said. 

Qin Hao’s eyebrows jumped. “Even someone who my older brother has cut down before is deserving of 

me calling an older cousin?” 

“Regardless of whether it was victory or defeat, whether we are hostile against each other or not, I am 

still your older brother. You should call me your older cousin regardless of feelings or reason.” Shi Yi’s 

face was calm, his eyes as deep as an ocean. 

“Dual-pupils, I have long heard of you and wanted to fight someone like you. Do you dare fight against 

me?!” Qin Hao spoke. 



The atmosphere immediately changed. Originally, he still wanted to exchange pointers with Shi Hao, but 

now, someone from the same clan, for the sake of becoming the king of supreme beings, he now 

wanted to fight against Shi Yi. 

“You are still young. Wait another three years. Just watch my decisive battle with your older brother 

from the side.” Shi Yi said. 

Qin Hao’s eyes surged with radiance, his entire body erupting with symbols. Terrifying energy 

overflowed into the heavens, sweeping over like a wave, making this ancient place tremble. 

At this moment, all of them heard their conversation, feeling incomparably horrified. These were all 

people from the same clan? 

“They all came from the lower realm, all from the Stone Clan, we know who they are!”- 

“Heavens! A single place that produced three supreme beings, is this real? It is a bit too unreal. How are 

others even supposed to live?!” 

Fallen Immortal Ridge was in an uproar, triggering a huge commotion. 

At this moment, forget about this place, just the sects of the outside world were greatly shaken up, 

watching this scene with stupefied expressions. 

Was there still normal reasoning in this world? 

A single clan producing three supreme beings, what kind of glory was this? How could this even be 

described with words? This was an extremely shocking event that made people from all sects stupefied. 

These powerful youths had collided, having blood relationship. If they walked together and joined 

hands, who could match this power? The entire Immortal Ancient would be overturned! 

It was difficult for all sects to calm down, all of their minds in chaos. This was just too heaven defying! It 

all came from the same bloodline, the Stone Clan. It made the sect masters of all different clans’ eyelids 

jump. 

Every sect felt jealous. If this type of thing happened in their own clans, then that would definitely be a 

glorious thing. Their clan would definitely rise up with incomparable glory! 

The only fortunate thing was that these three didn’t get along, to the extent where they were opposed 

to each other. There might be a great life and death battle between them. 

“I hope they can start fighting. Otherwise, Six Crown King is currently heading there, so once he arrives, 

it won’t be good…” Many people felt worried. 

Immortal Ancient, Nest Realm. 

Ning Chuan’s clothes were snow white, his feet not touching the ground. He stepped on flowers and 

plants to move, appearing incomparably peaceful. He was like an immortal king. Right now, he was 

already closing in on the ancient land’s depths. 

“We pay our respects to Six Crown King!” 



Along the way, there were some who offered their greetings. They were incomparably moved, their 

eyes carrying enthusiasm and excitement. 

This was a group of people, more than ten of them. They belonged to Fire Cloud Cavern, Phantom Drake 

Dao Gate, and other sects, all disciples that existed to oppress Sin Province. 

Six Crown King was born after heaven and earth gave a command of great fate. He was aloof and 

detached, and the moment he emerged from his mother’s womb, he carried a heavenly diagram on his 

back, his forehead producing dragon patterns. That night, divine radiance illuminated the sky. 

Six Crown King had studied many things, having some relationship with Fire Cloud Cavern, Luofu True 

Valley, and other great sects. That was why he was viewed as an unmatched hero who possessed the 

great dao! 

Ning Chuan had them rise. His entire body was releasing sparkling splendor. In his hand was a bracelet 

that led towards a certain direction. His expression was gentle as he said, “The sinner’s blood 

descendant is already not far.” 

“I am willing to follow Six Crown King great one, assist in the eradication of sinner’s blood evil!” 

Someone shouted. 

There was actually an exceptional talent in this group, but he similarly worshiped, willing to head there 

together. 

Six Crown King Ning Chuan nodded and agreed. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge was not that far away. They could feel a wave of fluctuation, precisely originating 

from this confrontation of experts. 

Ancient trees reached into the skies, creek water murmuring. 

The mountain ridge was not calm. Many creatures were startled, all of them looking towards this 

direction. 

“Heavens, another great character arrived, that’s… Six Crown King!” 

This region erupted with commotion, difficult to calm down. Everyone became shocked. An ancient 

freak king, the one who shocked generations, Ning Chuan appeared?! 

Ning Chuan was surrounded by radiance, his body in snow colored clothes, even his shoes and socks 

white, untainted by a speck of dust. His silver hair scattered about, shining brilliantly. His face was 

handsome to an almost unrealistic level, being prettier than many girls. 

As he moved forward, the mountainous region was suffused with a rain of light, auspicious and holy. It 

was as if he came from the Immortal Realm, refined and otherworldly. 

He appeared in the world six times, each time rising to the top, his divine bravery unmatched, forging an 

undefeated legend. He was one of the most powerful individuals of the current cultivation realm from 

past to present! 



“I came for the sinner’s blood descendent. Everyone else, back off.” Ning Chuan’s voice was calm. His 

entire body released divine splendor. Ever since he appeared, everyone became quiet, all of them 

feeling reverence, wishing to bow down. 

Six Crown King Ning Chuan looked towards the mountain region ahead. There were three individuals 

who stood out from the masses, standing at different locations, giving him a strange type of feeling. 

In his hands, that bracelet released resplendent radiance, pointing forward. 

“Are you all still not going to back off?!” Those who followed at Ning Chuan’s side berated everyone. 

Moreover, one of them held a bone mirror in hand, loudly shouting, “Sinner’s blood descendant, you 

still aren’t going to show yourself? Six Crown King great one has personally descended. He is going to 

protect the great dao by killing you!” 

“The great dao must be protected. Blasphemy will not be tolerated!” The others shouted as well, their 

voices shaking heaven and earth. The power they exuded was oppressive, rumbling like thunder through 

this region. 

However, something shocking happened. After that bone mirror shone and divine light swept out, 

following a hong sound, heaven and earth trembled! 

In that mountain region, there were three individuals who showed irregular reactions, their foreheads 

shining incomparably brilliantly. They each released holy radiance, scattering the clouds, all of them 

engraving a ‘Sin’ character in the heavens, this phenomenon accompanied by great dao divine sounds. 

Sinner's blood scattered the clouds, holy light rushing into the sky! 

“This… what is going on?!” The one holding the bone mirror was stupefied, his fine hairs standing on 

end. 

In the rear, the dozen or so experts who followed were stupefied as well, feeling incomparably shocked. 

A coldness attacked at their bodies, making them feel a chill running down from head to toe. 

A single one of these individuals were enough to shock the world, destined to become incomparably 

powerful, but why did three of them appear at the same time? 

“I… feel a bit dizzy. I might have seen incorrectly.” The voice of the one who was holding the bone mirror 

trembled, continuously backing up. He was truly scared. 

Three sinner’s blood descendants, their foreheads all releasing holy light that rushed into the heavens, 

all of them releasing heaven shocking irregular scenes. This… would make even Six Crown King great one 

suck in a cold breath of air, right? These people naturally felt incomparable fear. 

The most frightening thing was that those three that were originally confronting each other all revealed 

unkind expressions. They turned around, looking this way. They actually had… anger against a common 

enemy! 

Chapter 852 - Six Crown King 



Fallen Immortal Ridge. Right now, what was happening was so shocking those present were trembling 

with fear and shock! 

Three of them, all of them standing in different places. Sinner’s blood scattered the clouds, holy light 

surging into the heavens. Three Sin characters engraved in the void; this was just too dazzling, the 

irregular scene resplendent. 

“I feel a bit dizzy. Hold me please.” 

“I was recently injured badly, and even now, it seems like it hasn’t healed yet. My eyes… are a bit dizzy. I 

am actually seeing things after encountering the sinner’s blood descendant.” 

When the one holding the bone mirror retreated, those dozen or so followers arrived. Those that were 

roaring out also felt dizzy, their entire bodies releasing a chill, taking steps backwards. 

It was because the scene before them was just too shocking. Three sinner’s blood descendants 

appeared at the same time, standing there and looking over coldly. Anyone would feel a bottomless 

fear. 

These people, even though they were powerful and followed Six Crown King, they still felt an urge to 

faint. This was too… unlucky. Why did they end up kicking this type of thick metal board?! 

Six Crown King was powerful enough. If the situation was truly bad, he might be able to escape. 

However, under the three great sinner’s blood descendents’ pursuit, killing them was as easy as picking 

vegetables. 

These people cursed inwardly. It really was an unlucky year. They were clearly coming here to flaunt 

their heroicness, yet they ended up encountering this type of inconceivable and terrifying great event! 

In the mountains, the creatures from all sides finally snapped back to reality. A clamoring immediately 

erupted from the previous dead silence! 

"What is going on? Heavens, we didn't see incorrectly, right? Three sinner's blood descendents have 

rushed into the heavens, how shocking is this? It shocks both the past and present.” 

The crowd was stupefied. This was like something out of a legend. It was rarely seen for just a single 

sinner’s blood descendant like this to appear, unless the sinner’s blood ancestors reappeared. 

Today, this type of scene had a type of toppling characteristic. There were three that emerged at the 

same time, and all of them were brothers, dazzling one’s eyes until they were in pain, their heads 

aching. 

The group of people were speechless, their hearts feeling indescribably shaken. 

At this moment, Six Crown King was also speechless. 

He stood there, looking at this mountain region, truly feeling like he didn’t know what to say. He came 

for a single sinner’s blood descendant, yet in the end, these three brothrs emerged, this… what could he 

even say?! 



It was to the extent where Ning Chuan who understood the divine, and was aware about a strange fate 

became a bit suspicious. His own ‘trajectory’ was not heading in a good direction. 

Indeed, even someone as powerful as Six Crown King was feeling a bit stupefied. 

This was something completely unprecedented, making him feel like it was quite bad luck. Things were a 

bit strange. How did he end up encountering something like this? It was a bit too unreal. 

Ning Chuan stood there, not moving, confronting the people in the mountain region ahead. A flourishing 

vitality pervaded the air! 

At this moment, those of the outside world couldn’t remain calm either. The Immortal Dao Flower’s 

petals revealed the matters within Nest Realm, appearing on the monument. Everyone could see what 

was happening. 

Even the sect masters of all sides felt their beards trembling, feeling unrest in their hearts. This type of 

scene was enough to make them feel speechless, leaving them greatly shocked. 

“This Six Crown King Ning Chuan is too… unlucky, right?” A heavenly deity said softly. 

Everyone felt great sympathy, feeling that it was too absurd, almost a bit hilarious. 

However, after a moment of thought, no one laughed out loud, instead feeling a formless pressure and 

terror. 

Stone Clan’s three brothers, a single bloodline producing three supreme beings, even something this 

grand appeared. If they joined up together, becoming one power, in the future, who in the higher 

realms’ three thousand provinces could contend against them? 

One was a dual-pupil user, one with an immortal bone, and one who underwent supreme being rebirth, 

just this thought alone made others’ hearts heavy. If they ended up becoming a single inheritance, just 

this thought alone was suffocating! 

It was clear that this type of unmatched grand event, if three brothers truly walked together, there was 

going to be a great problem within Immortal Ancient. There was definitely going to be a frightening 

result. n.(O𝔳𝖾𝓵𝓑In 

If the three of them joined hands, then they would sweep through Immortal Ancient, creating a 

horrifying scene. They would display the greatest destructive force! 

“If they can come out alive, then once they grow up, in the future, there will be another Emperor Clan in 

the higher realms!” Someone said with a sigh. 

When these words were spoken, everyone was startled awake. Their hearts found it hard to calm down. 

This was definitely a possibility. As long as they didn’t oppose each other, then that situation might truly 

appear. 

Right now, many people were hoping for the three brothers to fall in Immortal Ancient and not come 

out. 



Even if this couldn’t happen, the fall of one or two of them was fine as well, changing their clan’s fate, as 

well as changing the situation of the future three thousand provinces. Otherwise, it would give them 

great headaches. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge, the creatures of all sides were greatly moved, nervous and uneasy, but at the 

same time, feeling agitation and excitement. This was an unmatched battle between heavenly talents! 

“Who are you saying has sinner’s blood?” 

On the mountain region, the dual-pupiled Shi Yi spoke. His eyes swirled, releasing precious splendor as 

he stared at Six Crown King, and also at those followers. 

In the void, there was unexpectedly lightning produced. This was not created because of precious 

techniques, but instead a naturally produced phenomenon that appeared for him. 

“All three of you are.” 

Six Crown King said. He was a world shocking heavenly talent who had experienced six eras, slaughtering 

all other cultivators at his level until they were in fear, sleeping from the ancient past until today, so he 

naturally had his own pride. 

Even if he was facing three great enemies alone today, there was still no way he would withdraw. 

“Is that to say that I am also a sinner’s blood descendent?” Qin Hao laughed coldly. He walked forward, 

his chest shining. Blood energy overflowed outwards, exuding tremendous pressure. 

“You three with sinner’s blood, do you feel proud of yourselves?” Ning Chuan was calm, the radiance he 

released still intimidating. He spoke calmly and peacefully. 

Shi Hao laughed loudly. He couldn’t help but laugh. Not even he thought that this type of scene would 

appear today. Ning Chuan came to attack him, but encountered all three of them. 

“Ning Chuan, you think you are worth shit? Does the great dao need you to protect it? Do you truly 

believe that you can represent the will of heavens?” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Those following behind said, “Towards you all, our inheritances precisely represent heaven’s will. We 

are here precisely to suppress descendents of great vicious beings like yourselves who sin and cause 

chaos.” 

There were some followers who, despite being uneasy, still felt that they couldn’t cower back. 

“What sin, what disorder? What part of our blood is unclean? Why don’t you explain it for me?!” Shi Yi 

asked extremely coldly. His pupils shone, releasing astonishing radiance that exuded a great pressure, 

making heaven and earth tremble greatly. 

Ah... 

That person cried out, not suffering an attack, but feeling as if his soul was going to sink just from being 

looked at by those eyes alone. His face became pale, and he couldn’t help but cry out in horror. 

Six Crown King’s snow white sleeve moved. With a light wave, that person recovered. He hurriedly 

moved back, hiding behind Ning Chuan. 



A great battle was about to unfold! 

Ning Chuan was divine like jade, his beautiful face without a blemish. Silver hair hung down to his waist. 

He faced the three great experts alone, walking forward. He took the initiative to take action. His socks 

and shoes were white, transcending above this world. 

Hong! 

When he took action, hazy mists surrounded him. His left hand shone, and his speed increased greatly. 

He grabbed forward, displaying an extremely powerful pressure. 

This was a great divine ability. His palm turned into the heavens, and with a honglong sound, he slapped 

downwards, about to suppress and kill his enemies. 

Heng! 

Qin Hao moved. His eyes were cold. He wore long life battle clothes, displaying a heroic appearance. He 

pointed forward with his hand, and then in the void, countless ancient trees appeared, seizing the 

heavens’ spiritual essence to break apart that large hand. 

He came from Immortal Mountain, which was also known as Five Elements Mountain. He understood 

the great methods of the five elements, and this was a technique of earth. 

Weng! 

Heaven and earth trembled, holy radiance illuminating the world. 

Everyone’s hearts trembled. They knew that this battle was definitely going to be recorded in history. 

Everything they saw today was going to become a ‘major event’ in bone books. They felt fortunate to be 

able to witness this themselves. 

In the skies, ancient trees grew densely, all of them produced by symbols. They crumbled the skies to 

resist the power of Six Crown King’s palm. 

Kacha! 

The mists flowed over, the heavens toppled. That hand formed a heaven and earth, crushing 

downwards, crushing apart all of the ancient trees created from natural laws. It was slow moving and 

powerful, unswerving as it slammed down murderously. 

“En?” 

Qin Hao shivered inwardly. The other party’s casual attack was actually this powerful. 

Chi! 

His chest shone, and then a divine rainbow shot into the skies, piercing the heavens, making this place 

erupt with chaos. A wave of immortal dao pervaded the air, making the heavens indistinct. 

Everyone’s hearts trembled. When people like this fought, it would definitely split apart heaven and 

earth, making even ghosts cry out in fear. 



While feeling great fear, everyone felt a strange excitement as well. How many times would they be able 

to witness this type of battle strength? Today, they could personally witness it. 

Weng! 

A trembling sound rang through the void. The heavens that was pierced through formed a larger hand 

again, crushing downwards, resolute and unmoving. Even after being destroyed, it could still reform. 

Qin Hao revealed a grave expression. He began to stir on the five elements. Five types of energy 

erupted! 

“Six Crown King is truly heroic, sealing the world under the heavens, ruling over the rise and fall of this 

world!” 

In the rear, someone shouted. It was precisely the one that had been rescued earlier by Six Crown King’s 

sleeve. 

“Noisy!” 

Shi Yi turned around, giving that area a look. His eyes shone, and this time, he truly attacked. The 

symbols in his pupils condensed, rushing outwards. 

Those symbols scattered downwards. Silver light surged, arriving in an instant. It was too fast to avoid. 

That person frantically used precious techniques to defend himself. At the same time, those around him 

also took action to help him neutralize this disaster. 

However, something terrifying happened. Those silver symbols flew over, directly breaking through 

those precious artifacts. With a hong sound, it made the divine level secret treasures explode. 

At the same time, the others’ precious techniques were scattered, unable to provide aid. 

Pu! 

A streak of bloody light surged. That individual was pierced through, hacked into two in the void as if a 

blade cleaved through his body, losing his life on the spot. 

“You dare act viciously in front of my face?” Six Crown King turned around. His expression was still calm, 

but his words carried a type of might, releasing a tremendous pressure. 

“Six Crown King, what awe-inspiring authority!” Shi Yi said coldly. He stood on the mountain peak 

without any fear. 

Ning Chuan abandoned Qin Hao and looked at the dual-pupiled user. With a fling of his sleeve, heavenly 

winds swept about! 

Immediately, this heaven and earth became dim. A black heavenly wind blew over, enough to make a 

divine individual’s bones and flesh disappear. This was a great divine ability -- Great Yin Stellar Wind. 

He didn’t attack with everything, only releasing a casual attack, yet it formed such a terrifying scene, 

displaying his unmatched divine figure. 

Chi! 



This time, Shi Yi still didn’t move half a step, his eyes shining. However, the golden beam of light that 

was released formed a wave of tremendous pressure. 

Following a hong sound, the world distorted, divine light released in ten thousand streaks, making this 

place erupt with disorder. All types of scenes couldn’t be seen any longer, drowned out by the bone 

texts. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge, it was unknown just how many people gasped, their hearts trembling greatly. 

They continuously backed up out of fear of getting caught in the blast wave. 

They were already quite far away to begin with. 

When everything calmed down, the two of them stood in the void, the mountain region below them in 

tatters. 

“Truly exceeding my expectations…” Ning Chuan said softly. He came for a single sinner’s blood 

descendent, yet in the end, two more great young supreme beings came. 

“You came for me, right? I’ll keep you company then!” At this moment, Shi Hao spoke. He took a step 

into the void, confronting this individual. 

Chapter 853 - Little Six Kid 

“Descendents of chaos and sin, I came precisely for you.” Ning Chuan spoke. His silver hair shone, pupils 

like starry streams, sparkling and brilliant. The dragon patterns on his forehead appeared. 

He was aloof and free from vulgarity, his white clothes exceptional, but exuded an indescribable 

pressure. As he looked at Shi Hao, it was as if a king from an immortal domain descended to carry out 

judgment. 

“You think you’re worth anything? Please stop acting like you are someone important.” Shi Hao replied. 

This person was truly quite strong, someone he needed to treat cautiously, because he was powerful to 

the extent of making all sects’ heavenly talents feel despair. 

“The sinner who has the thickest impure blood, you will be suppressed.” Six Crown King said. This was 

the first time he became this serious. Previously, his expression had always been calm. 

Hong! 

Along this strike, with a turn of his hands, clouds formed, and then with another flip, rain was produced. 

His palms and fingers moved, bringing about a wave of crazy winds, as if the pillars that supported the 

heavens were collapsing. His power was tremendous. 

Great winds split apart the skies, a rain of light surging outwards. 

This was just a casual method he released. Ning Chuan had studied many, many things, visiting all 

different sects, leaning the secret methods of Fire Cloud Cavern, Phantom Drake Dao Gate and many 

other sects. 

He truly had too many precious techniques, proficient in many profound mysteries. 

“Clouds with one turn of the hand, rain with another!” Someone cried out. 



Those clouds carried wisps of chaotic energy, and the rain was from the divine force of great yin. Now 

that they merged together, a terrifying attack was formed. 

This was a terrifying precious technique from Phantom Drake Dao Gate. The so-called clouds from 

dragons overturning seas and rivers was displayed right here, making this place erupt with commotion. 

Shi Hao released a cold snort. With a raise of his hand, his palms and fingers shone. He also used a 

secret method, forming a large dragon. His five fingers condensed into a dragon imprint, the loose move 

he obtained from Origin Sky Secret Realm. n𝑜𝐕𝔢-𝑙𝔅-In 

Hong! 

A loud explosion sounded between heaven and earth, as if stars were colliding, creating a terrifying 

destructive force. Clouds rushed upwards, great rain scattered down, and dragon figures soared into the 

heavens, raising their heads to roar. 

This was a great clash of precious techniques. 

No one could see anything, their view drowned out by bone texts. 

After a long time had passed and the noise disappeared, the bone texts scattering, both sides 

confronted each other, staring from the distance. 

“You wanted to suppress me with just this much?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Just a small trick to test things out. If you couldn’t even defend against this, then you’re better off dying 

from a flip of my hand.” Ning Chuan spoke calmly, recovering his peaceful expression. 

His attacks against each of these three individuals were all tests. 

Regardless of whether it was the past or present, he always believed that after being unmatched in six 

eras, the seventh will be perfect once again, suppressing all enemies in this world! 

Shi Hao didn’t get angry, continuing to remain calm and collected. He had never been weaker than 

another, so how could he become intimidated by this? “I just fear that in the end, it’ll be me who kills 

you with a flip of my hand.” 

At the same time, Qin Hao walked through the void, forcing his way over. “Who do you think you are, 

randomly taking action, fighting against whoever you wish? I am here to kill you!” 

He had a competitive heart, or else he wouldn’t have wished to exchange pointers with his older 

brother, and then fight a great battle against Shi Yi. Now that Six Crown King descended with such 

domineeringness, how could he endure it? He wanted to fight. 

The void trembled. Shi Yi walked over step by step, his black hair falling down like a waterfall, eyes 

resplendent as he said, “I originally didn’t have any karma with you, but you dare say what sinner’s 

blood descendant in front of my face, how Stone Clan has sin. I can only kill you now!” 

“He came here for me.” Shi Hao said, forcing his way forward. 

“Let me! None of you are allowed to fight over this with me!” Qin Hao shouted, rushing forward, not 

allowing the two others to take action. He wanted to fight a great battle against Six Crown King. 



This scene left everyone speechless. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge, no one knew what to say, they hearts feeling great alarm. Who was this? Six 

Crown King, someone who sealed the world under heaven, his might oppressing all others at this 

cultivation level. Who didn’t fear him? Yet today, these three individuals actually wanted to kill him. This 

left everyone present speechless. 

When had Ning Chuan who had moved unhindered from past to present, unmatched in six eras become 

like this, being looked down on like this by others? This was something completely unprecedented. 

Without a doubt, Stone Clan’s three brothers were domineering, all of them possessing a powerful 

conviction and arrogance, believing firmly in themselves, not like others who saw Six Crown King as 

someone heavier than a mountain, higher than the sky. 

“Alright, don’t lose any face for Stone Clan. This Little Six kid will be left to you.” Shi Yi stopped, his face 

carrying a look of amusement, his words deemphasizing the situation. 

When this sentence was spoken, all sides became silent. Little Six kid? How could these three words 

even leave anyone's mouth? This was directly slandering one of the most powerful experts from past to 

present! 

So many people crawled under Ning Chuan’s feet, yet in the end, this dual-pupiled user directly gave 

him this ‘Little Six kid’ title, it was just too humiliating! How was Ning Chuan supposed to endure this? 

Qin Hao chuckled a few times, looking a bit different from his normally taciturn character. He then 

slaughtered his way over. 

Shi Hao also laughed. He was deeply aware of how cunning this older cousin of his was, his mind 

profound, any random sentence enough to erase all of the unmatched fame Six Crown King had 

accumulated from six eras. 

These three words were definitely going to become what many people were going to call Ning Chuan in 

secret. For those who hated and feared him, using this name to vent out their feelings might carry quite 

the destructive force. 

“Truly lacking in confidence, using small tricks to disturb my mood. It’s futile.” Ning Chuan remained 

calm, not taking it to heart at all. 

“Little Six kid, accept death!” Qin Hao screamed outwards, taking action. He immediately used a great 

divine ability. 

Even in the outside world, the cultivators from all sects were speechless. Ning Chuan whose appearance 

was divine like jade, his power oppressing all others from past to present, was actually being addressed 

in such a manner! 

Hong! 

Five elements light erupted, the world’s most fundamental elements appearing. They forced a divine 

ring, crushing towards Ning Chuan to lock him down here. 



It was clear that even someone as powerful as Ning Chuan, when facing Immortal Mountain’s sect 

suppressing art, couldn’t just easily brush it away. He also had to use a great divine ability. 

Weng! 

Qin Hao’s long life battle clothes shone, complementing Immortal Mountain’s secret art, increasing the 

technique more than just a few times. This scene was extremely shocking. 

Even Ning Chuan couldn’t help but be startled. His palm and fingers shone, blasting outwards, treating 

this opponent seriously. 

“Wasn’t there enmity between them? They were still confronting each other not long ago, about to tear 

each other apart. Now, they are actually joining hands.” 

“The sinner’s blood descendants are standing together. This is not looking good at all!” 

In the rear, Ning Chuan’s followers spoke softly, feeling a chill run down their backs. They were now 

extremely worried. 

“Even daring to say the words ‘sinner’s blood’ in front of our faces, I feel like letting you all live… is the 

true sin!” Shi Yi spoke. The battle clothes on his body shone. 

No one thought that he would speak out like this and even take action. 

Dual-pupiled user, known as a undefeated legend. He was extremely intimidating, and when he spoke, 

he already closed in with a great halberd in hand, sweeping it through the masses. 

“Not good!” These people felt great fear, doing everything they could to resist, hoping to last until Ning 

Chuan could provide aid. They believed that Six Crown King definitely wouldn’t just watch without doing 

anything. 

However, Shi Yi was just too powerful. With a wave of the great halberd, heaven and earth split apart, 

immediately hacking apart an expanse of bloody mist. Eight or nine individuals cried out miserably, their 

precious artifacts destroyed and divine abilities scattered. Their bodies were cleaved through. 

Chi! 

At the same time, the dual-pupils shone. As if heaven and earth were opening, two terrifying streaks of 

light swept outwards, blasting the remaining people into bloody mists, an even more horrifying attack. 

Ning Chuan was truly moved, but Shi Hao had already moved through the air, his first move immediately 

the Kun Peng technique. He moved through the sky, blocking this place. 

When the multicolored light scattered, all of the people behind him were killed by the dual-pupils. Only 

a single exceptional talent made it through this disaster. His entire body was covered in blood. His heart 

was beating crazily as he shifted backwards tens of thousands of zhang. 

This time, Shi Hao took action, because the exceptional talent was a bit closer to him. With a move of his 

Kun Peng wings, like a divine rainbow through the sky, he quickly flew over. 

“Six Crown King, save me!” 



Even though he was a young outstanding talent, compared to the two Stones, he was just too lacking. 

He was first heavily wounded by Shi Yi, and now he was being pursued by Shi Hao. All the courage he 

had completely vanished. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao didn’t give him any opportunity, not waiting for Ning Chuan to come provide assistance. 

A Kun Peng fist blossomed, shining with incomparable brilliance, directly blasting him to pieces. 

At this moment, everyone trembled inwardly. Stone Clan’s three brothers displayed their power, each 

more terrifying than the last. The ‘youngest’ was fighting against Six Crown King, challenging him, while 

the two ‘bigger’ ones slaughtered a group of people. This was just too terrifying. 

“A clan with three supreme beings, this… is truly frightening.” 

In the mountain region, all cultivators shivered inwardly. If the three of them joined hands, how were 

others even supposed to live? All sides of Immortal Ancient were going to feel great restraining fear. 

They could overturn the heavens! 

“What Six Crown King? Should just kill him a bit earlier to simplify things.” Shi Yi said. 

When these words were spoken, the atmosphere became even more nervous. 

“Actually, I also feel like he is an irksome presence. Instead of giving him a glorious death in battle, just 

directly slap him to death.” Shi Hao said. 

The two of them echoed each other, making Ning Chuan’s brows jump, his gaze cold and forceful. 

In the outside world, all sects were shaken. 

Of course, the most worried were Fire Cloud Cavern, Phantom Drake Dao Gate, and the others. They 

overlooked Sin Province, seeing it as their life mission to oppress them. When they saw how dazzling 

Stone Clan’s three brothers were, they were all stupefied, feeling their scalps turning numb. 

Meanwhile, those two ‘big ones’ were too dangerous, actually wishing to quickly get rid of Ning Chuan! 

“If not for us not knowing if those by the desolate border have all died, unable to tell if they can still 

return, we would have flattened Sin Province a long time ago and not leave behind a trace of life force.” 

An elder in the outside world with chaotic mists coiling about him was seated within an ancient war 

chariot, speaking to himself with a divine will others couldn't detect. Great dao patterns could be seen 

within those eyes, the scene frightening. 

“Nothing bad will happen to Six Crown King, right?” Some people felt worried. These were all individuals 

closely related to Ning Chuan, people who now felt deeply worried. 

This type of situation was anything but reassuring, to the extent where it could be said to be terrible to 

the extreme! 

“I hope Ning Chuan can look down on Immortal Ancient, suppress Nest Realm and kill those three 

enemies!” 



“I believe in Six Crown King’s might. He has reigned unmatched in six eras, so he naturally has his 

outstanding points. I want to personally witness his glory, slaughtering all of these sinner’s blood 

descendants!” 

Someone spoke, their eyes blazing as they stared at the monument. 

Immortal Ancient, Nest Realm. 

“Little cousin, it seems like you are still too young, about to suffer a loss.” Shi Yi moved through the void. 

He moved forward, ready to take action at any time. 

On the other side, Shi Hao didn’t hesitate either. When facing this type of arrogant person, the best 

method was being simple and direct, quickly striking him down. 

“I wish to continue fighting with him!” Qin Hao was unresigned. Even though he knew that he wasn’t 

Ning Chuan’s opponent, he still wanted to continue fighting for a bit. 

“I heard that the best way of entering the vicious nest is through a blood sacrifice. By using the blood 

essence of an expert as sacrifice, it could open up a mysterious path. His body carries a wave of 

extraordinary true blood, so I think it won’t be that bad of a choice,” Shi Yi said. 

“Perfect as sacrificial material.” Shi Hao nodded. With a hong sound, the Kun Peng wings appeared, 

rushing forward, displaying the most powerful methods. 

Chi! At the same time, Shi Yi’s eyes widened, terrifying light splitting the sky as they blasted at Ning 

Chuan. 

Everyone became shocked. Three great sinner’s blood descendants took action at the same time, their 

methods reaching into the heavens, making others’ souls tremble. 

“Stone Clan’s three brothers, one more freakish than the next, going to use Six Crown King as a blood 

sacrifice for the vicious nest, treating him like an offering…” 

Even Luo Dao, Lan Yichen and Lu Yi were speechless, all of their jaws dropping. 

As for the others, there was even less of a need to talk about them. All of them were stupefied. 

“The three of them are going to join hands to quickly eliminate Ning Chuan, using him as an sacrificial 

offering?!” 

All of the creatures were petrified like clay sculptures. 

Many people sensed that Ning Chuan was unlucky, going to fall tragically. 

As for the outside world, a few people’s hearts were already shoved up to their throats. They knew that 

after encountering these ‘savage’ three brothers, even Six Crown King would bleed, difficult to stop 

them alone! 

Chapter 854 - Exceptional Bearing 



“Six Crown King Ning Chuan is someone who has shown disdain for his peers both past and present, 

overlooking the nine heavens and tenth earth. He will definitely suppress all enemies, and kill these 

sinner’s blood descendents!” 

In the outside world, there was someone who said this softly, carrying hope that since Ning Chuan had 

been unmatched in six eras, he was still going to sweep through all those in his path in this one as well. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge, a great battle was on the verge of breaking out. 

This was, without a doubt, the battle that drew the most attention in the year and a half since the battle 

of three thousand provinces began. This involved the contest for supremacy between exceptional 

individuals. 

Fallen Immortal Ridge was a place lush with vegetation. The large trees reached into the sky, enormous 

vines winding about the mountain. The portion of mountain stone that was revealed was a dark red 

color, rumored to be left behind after being soaked in immortal blood. 

Four great experts stood in the void, exerting their pressure. A terrifying aura pervaded the air, one that 

became more and more terrifying. 

Metal chains sounded, ringing between heaven and earth. 

This sound wasn’t all that resounding, nor was it ear piercing, but it gave others a hair-raising feeling, 

making their souls unsteady and their breathing about to stop. 

In the mountain region, all of the observers were shocked, their faces lacking color. They retreated in 

horror. 

This was Ning Chuan! 

His white clothes were exceptional as he stood tall at the center of the stage. A golden symbol flickered, 

and then it took form. A golden chain emerged in his palm. 

This was quite mysterious. That golden divine chain released sounds of metal clashing as it slowly moved 

out from his palm, its radiance resplendent. 

When it took form, it made one’s soul tremble and their hearts shake. Everyone felt uneasy, feeling a 

great fear. They felt like they need to bow down in worship. 

“Heaven’s… trial!” 

There were people whose lips were trembling with fear as they spoke these words. This was Ning 

Chuan’s powerful precious technique, an unmatched method. 

In the past, he relied on this technique to suppress who knew how many enemies, forcing outstanding 

talents of all clans to bow down and kowtow. They couldn’t rival Ning Chuan’s power at all. 

Ning Chuan’s snow white clothes were exceptional, making him appear incomparably otherworldly. His 

entire body released a warm radiance, untainted by the mortal world. His shining silver hair scattered 

down, his eyes deep, his face refined without the slightest blemish. His entire being exuded an 

exceptional bearing! 



The golden divine chain in his right hand smashed downwards, forming a stark contrast with the gentle 

radiance. It represented a type of unrivaled might. Symbols surged brilliantly. 

Qin Hao released a cold snort, the one most unwilling to accept this. 

“Five elements evolve, collapse the heavens and overturn the earth!” He released a short shout. 

Qin Hao was still young. He was always someone who hated losing, carrying a competitive heart. He 

took the initiative to attack. 

Five-colored light erupted, turning into five immortal swords, flying at Six Crown King to remove his 

head. Chi chi sounds rang out continuously, and cracks appeared in the void. 

“Heaven and earth undying, trial of the great dao.” Ning Chuan said softly. 

Following hualala sounds, the golden divine chains rose. Fragmented golden light swayed gently, 

pouring out like waves. Meanwhile, the true chains were incredibly compact, like True Dragons as they 

weaved through this world. 

It quickly arrived, unexpectedly unavoidable. It first wound about the five immortal swords, and then it 

shot towards Qin Hao, trapping him within a golden colored world. 

“En?” Qin Hao was shocked. These golden divine chains looked like it had substance, but it was a chain 

of divine will, restricting his soul instead of directly attacking at his flesh. 

“Trial of sin and blood!” 

Ning Chuan released a light shout. His entire body erupted with endless splendor, the golden divine 

chains surging with even more brilliance, covering everything. It surrounded the mountains, trapping 

Qin Hao within. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao took action, helping Qin Hao escape from this attack. 

At the same time, Shi Yi moved as well. He hacked his palm outwards, saying, “Kill you a bit earlier and 

use you as a blood sacrifice!” 

Hulala! 

Golden divine chains shone, covering heaven and earth. It was just an instant, yet it extended out 

several dozen li, winding about like a snake, surrounding everything within several dozen li. 

Even Shi Hao and Shi Yi were wrapped within, all of them surrounded by the golden symbols. 

This type of scene was too terrifying, leaving the crowd shivering in fear. Ning Chuan was just a single 

person, yet he simultaneously attacked three great sinner’s blood descendents, powerful to a ridiculous 

level. 

Hong! 

Heaven overflowing bone texts erupted. A golden world was formed here, becoming a sea of divine 

force! 



Everyone was stunned. The cultivators in Fallen Immortal Ridge backed up further and further. A few 

creatures directly collapsed under the shocking pressure in the forest, their bodies shuddering 

uncontrollably. 

Many people were trembling with fear, their souls shaken up. They couldn’t help but bow down in that 

direction. 

“Heaven’s trial, the great dao suppressing enemies. When the divine chains move through the skies, all 

deities would be suppressed!” From the distance, a powerful exceptional talent sighed. His heart was 

alarmed and his body was shaking uncontrollably. 

This type of power left one shivering in fear. It was difficult to defend against. 

It was rumored that once the golden divine chains appeared, even deities would tremble. This was a trial 

against all deities, suppressing all experts. 

In addition, this was not directly used on the flesh, but was an imprisonment of the divine senses, 

dragging out the soul to face a trial! 

Ning Chuan towered there, his white clothes fluttering about, aloof and otherworldly. That place was 

incomparably peaceful, with great dao flower petals fluttering about, sparkling brightly. He became the 

center of this world. 

A golden divine chain extended outwards, winding about a space of several tens of li. 

Qin Hao struggled angrily. He felt as if his soul was going to leave his body. It was bound by the golden 

symbols. He struggled with difficulty, but he found it difficult to break free. 

In the other two directions, Shi Hao and Shi Yi’s cold snorts sounded. Radiance flourished greatly, bone 

texts destroyed the skies. Terrifying great earthquakes erupted; they displayed their might. 

“Worthy of being Six Crown King, his exceptional bearing matchless, overlooking past and present. How 

many people in this present world can compare? He alone has suppressed outstanding individuals for 

eras until they couldn’t raise their heads. Simply impossible to contend against.” 

In the mountain region, someone commented. 

Many people exclaimed with admiration. This type of method was truly frightening. Who could compete 

against this type of exceptional style? 

Hong! 

Qin Hao’s soul was about to be pulled out. He was in an extremely dangerous situation. 

“Break for me!” 

Qin Hao roared. Symbols surged from his chest, releasing streak after streak of immortal light. He broke 

the golden divine chain, temporarily freeing his soul. 

However, the golden divine chains appeared layers after layers. They wrapped around him again, 

binding his soul and suppressing him once again. 



This was a terrifying attack that continuously wore down Qin Hao’s magical force, exhausting his 

foundational energy. When he reached a critical point, a fatal attack would then be added. 

“Shatter for me!” Qin Hao roared. His chest shone again, about to destroy all of the golden divine 

chains. 

However, right at this moment, metallic sounds rang out again between heaven and earth. n𝓞𝑣𝐄.𝓛𝑏.1n 

Ning Chuan’s palm also shone. A blood-colored divine chain appeared, similarly resplendent, but it 

lacked the peacefulness, instead carrying a wave of killing intent. 

Immediately afterwards, the world became bone-chillingly cold. There was a ruthless and cruel aura. 

That blood-colored divine chain erupted, quickly shooting outwards to kill its enemies. 

“Shackles of deities, heaven’s trial!” Ning Chuan said softly, his voice moving heaven and earth. 

It was clear that this blood-colored divine chain and the golden divine chain complemented each other, 

a type of trial, an adjudication. It was beyond terrifying. 

Hou! 

Qin Hao roared, going all out in defense. 

The golden divine chain bound his soul, about to drag him into the void. Meanwhile, that blood-colored 

divine chain streaked through the air to crush him to death. 

“Immortal dao obliteration!” Qin Hao shouted. At this moment, his chest seemed to contain a small sun. 

it continuously released light, making his entire being shine resplendently. 

A type of natural law pervaded the air. It was incomparably great, shocking everyone in Fallen Immortal 

Ridge. 

At this moment, it was as if a true immortal descended, covering the world with his might! 

“En?” Ning Chuan was surprised. This was the first time his expression changed. 

Regardless of whether it was the golden divine chains or the scarlet divine chain, they continuously 

disintegrated, destroyed under this attack’s power. 

In the outside world, the experts from all sects were shocked as well. This type of symbol was too 

frightening, possessing an indescribable type of power. 

“You have an immortal bone. Unfortunately, the amount of power you can display is limited. This thing 

is most suitable for me. If it is used together with my hand bone, I will be unmatched under heaven!” 

Ning Chuan said softly, the radiance in his eyes astonishing. 

The two types of divine chains continuously shattered, but they were reforged by Ning Chuan’s magical 

force, exhausting Qin Hao’s magical force just like that. 

All of the spectators were moved. The sinner’s blood descendent was terrifying after all, even the 

youngest’s power could destroy the trial and adjudication magical chains. It was enough to shock the 

world. 



His precious technique was definitely exceptional. 

One had to keep in mind that in the past, as long as one of the two types of divine chains appeared, it 

would be enough to kill the heavenly talents of each clan. It was unknown just how many heroes’ 

corpses fell underneath his feet. It was simply unstoppable. 

In addition, Ning Chuan actually had to use magical force to suppress Qin Hao’s divine ability! 

“It is just because you are young, your cultivation slightly more shallow.” Shi Hao’s voice sounded, 

ringing through heaven and earth. 

He was clearly speaking to Qin Hao. 

At the same time, Shi Yi’s area also erupted with brilliant radiance. 

Both of them moved, killing energy overflowing into the heavens. With a hong sound, it was as if the 

void ignited, the golden divine chains and blood-colored divine chains breaking apart inch by inch, the 

destruction extending towards Ning Chuan. 

The scene of Qin Hao’s magical force being exhausted, the situation of him almost unable to hold on was 

turned around. 

The trial and adjudication magical chains were destroyed! 

“Little Six kid, only amounts to this much.” 

“Remember, this is not a besieging, but rather a slaughter!” 

Both Stones took action at the same time to kill Ning Chuan. Only at this moment could they be 

considered to have truly erupted with power. 

Qin Hao roared angrily as well, rushing over. 

“This…” Everyone began to tremble. 

“The situation is changing!” Everyone watched nervously. 

“A single one of us is enough to kill you, but it wouldn’t be as refreshing as slaughtering you like this.” 

Shi Yi laughed out loud. 

When the spectators heard this, they were all greatly shaken. 

The Stone Clan brothers were clearly extremely powerful. They attacked together, only wishing to 

slaughter Six Crown King, eliminate his six era glory. 

“Do you really believe you all will succeed?” Ning Chuan said coldly. His white clothes fluttered about, 

his body immediately erupting with the most resplendent radiance! 

His hands formed imprints. Cold killing intent pervaded the air. 

“Accept death!” Qin Hao shouted. 

As for the two Stones, they had long reached the front lines, releasing their most ferocious attacks. 



This battle was destined to be short. They all used their most terrifying methods, the Stone Clan 

brothers wishing to slaughter Ning Chuan. Meanwhile Six Crown King was also going to decide life and 

death at this moment. 

Hong hong hong… 

Heaven and earth trembled. This place was submerged under brilliant light. 

Human figures flew out in reverse, natural laws rushing into the sky, great cracks extending in the void. 

Nest World was greatly shaken up! 

Chi! 

In the void, countless stars appeared. Great stars moved about one after another, as if there was a 

starry stream, surrounding Six Crown King. 

This was Shi Hao’s precious technique, Lightning Emperor’s secret method. Those great stars were 

formed from lightning, now strung up together by a divine chain, covering the void. 

“Not good!” In the outside world, everyone became shocked. 

“Kill!” 

At the same time, Ning Chuan and Shi Yi each displayed a great divine ability, and a strange change 

happened. 

Under everyone’s shocked eyes, Ning Chuan’s precious technique seemed to have hacked through the 

big Stone, yet Shi Yi unexpectedly didn’t avoid it. 

“Not good!” 

In the outside world, a few heavenly deities’ expressions changed. 

“Heaven Mending Technique!” A sect master said softly. 

That body that looked like it was pierced through reappeared in the rear. Shi Yi was unharmed. 

Meanwhile, he also released a streak of divine light that penetrated Six Crown King’s shoulder, causing 

blood to splash outwards. 

“Dual-pupil user looked like he was going to attack indiscriminately, but actually used the Heaven 

Mending Technique to recover, and then used his own attack to injure his opponent!” 

A sect master spoke, commenting on this a step further. 

Even someone as powerful as Six Crown King was injured, drawing blood. 

Hong! 

At this moment, Shi Hao pulled a magical chain, and with a light shake, the stars in the sky all swirled 

before ultimately exploding. 

Lightning radiance overflowed everywhere! 

“Terrifying!” 



Everyone shivered in fear. 

Ning Chuan released a low roar. His body shone, bone texts interweaved, resisting this attack, all of this 

while continuing his attacks. 

Kacha! 

Heaven and earth became chaotic, lightning poured down endlessly. 

When everything calmed down, Ning Chuan’s right arm was scorched black with blood dripping 

outwards. Bright red drops of blood floated there, dyeing the void red! 

However, the youngest Qin Hao suffered an attack from his finger. Blood trickled out from the corner of 

his mouth. 

“Don’t mind it. You experience is lacking, there’s no rush in fighting someone like him. If he was killed 

with just a few moves and died just like that, he wouldn’t be the Little Six kid.” Shi Hao consoled. 

Chapter 855 - Perish 

Bright red blood floated in the sky, not falling downwards, instead floating in the air in a glaring manner. 

They were like pieces of blood diamonds. These were Ning Chuan’s divine blood! 

One arm was scorched black, covered in blood, and a shoulder was pierced through, a dark red color 

flowing from that as well. It was extremely shocking. 

The scene calmed down. All of the spectators shivered inwardly, all of them feeling suffocated, 

intimidated by the powerful wave of fluctuations. 

Six Crown King was injured. This was a shocking great event! 

In the past, who could injure him? Even exceptional talents, the most powerful young supreme beings of 

a clan, could only crawl before him, their corpses laying at his feet. They weren’t his opponent at all. 

“All of you will be punished with death.” Ning Chuan’s voice was calm, but a terrifying pressure was 

released. 

A weng sounded. The beads of blood in the void scattered, forming a scarlet mist that surrounded this 

place, immediately making everything blurry. 

“Kill!” 

Following a light shout from Six Crown King, this heaven and earth began to rumble and blood-colored 

symbols flickered about. This world seemed to have turned into a furnace. 

This left everyone feeling shocked! 

Scarlet-colored symbols flourished, covering the sky in dark redness. Bone texts interweaved, shining 

with incomparable brilliance. 

“What’s happening?” In the mountain forest, many creatures cried out strangely. The entire world 

unexpectedly turned a blood-color. Killing energy shocked the world. 



Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, the world erupted with endless murderous lights that swept towards Stone 

Clan’s three brothers. 

Those beads of blood were unexpectedly like this, filling the sky and dyeing heaven and earth red. They 

interwove into the most resplendent bone texts, producing the greatest murderous art! 

In the distance, the most powerful geniuses from different clans were trembling. This type of fluctuation 

was too shocking, impossible to defend against. 

“Kill, kill, kill, kill, kill!” 

In the curtain of bloody light, Six Crown King Ning Chuan spoke these five words in succession. The wave 

of killing intent drowned out heaven and earth, shaking Nest Realm and leaving everyone shocked. 

Symbols shone resplendently, precious technique splitting apart the sky! 

Forget about the battlefield itself, there were creatures watching from the distance who mysteriously 

died one after another, falling from the void. 

What was going on? Many people were horrified. They were already far enough, yet there were still 

people who encountered disaster. 

“This is the most powerful killing intent. They couldn’t hold on any longer, already having their 

primordial spirits wiped out.” Someone said with a trembling voice. 

The crowd was shaken, retreating backwards like a great tide. 

At this moment, it was hard to imagine what kind of murderous disaster the sinner’s blood descendants 

were facing in the battlefield. It was definitely even more terrifying. 

Hong! 

Three streaks of light rushed into the heavens, erupting in that place. 

Shi Yi seemed to have opened up heaven and earth. His dual-pupils shone, forming a screen of radiance. 

He stood there alone, blocking this attack. 

Shi Hao opened up his heavenly passage, not allowing the blood-colored symbols to pass. 

They rushed at Six Crown King together to kill him. 

“My blood was not spilt for no reason. Six dao, rise and fall!” Ning Chuan shouted. 

The bloody mist covering the skies immediately turned into a liquid form. The world became even more 

terrifying. This was a sea of blood that drowned out the three brothers. 

“Accept death!” Qin Hao roared. 

Five element divine light swirled around his body. His chest shone, and a mysterious precious technique 

was displayed, blasting towards Ning Chuan. 



“Six dao rise and fall!” Ning Chuan released a short shout on the battlefield. A sea of blood surged, the 

great waves boundless. They all turned into symbols, drowning out this place. n/.O𝒱𝞮𝗅𝔟1n 

Hong! 

A great intense collision erupted. This place became incomparably brilliant. 

Everyone was shaken up. Worthy of being Six Crown King, the blood droplets that came out from his 

body unexpectedly forming a sea of blood. It was too terrifying. 

When the world calmed down again, the sea of blood disappeared, and Six Crown King’s sleeves were 

tattered, his white clothes damaged. His expression was grave. There was a divine ring around him as he 

treated this battle seriously. 

On the other side, the two Stones pressed forward, their expressions without any fluctuations, only 

carrying the most powerful killing intent. 

Qin Hao wiped off the mouthful of blood at the corner of his lips and said with a soft voice, “Truly 

underestimated him. He’s even more powerful than the legends.” 

Hong! 

This time, the dual-pupils opened heaven and earth. Shi Yi used his eye techniques. At the same time, 

Shi Hao also moved the Kun Peng wings, covering the sky as it moved, severing heaven and earth. 

Meanwhile, Qin Hao also rushed over, symbols completely erupting. 

Pu! 

Ning Chuan flew outwards, blood flowing out from the corner of his mouth. 

He took on a serious blow, his body suffering damage. 

“Six Crown King has suffered serious damage!” Everyone said with trembling voices. 

Everyone understood that a confrontation of the peak was being carried out. The battle that was 

originally going to continue was now concentrated on this moment. Precious technique surged, deciding 

victory and defeat in the shortest amount of time possible. 

Everyone’s hearts went cold. The unmatched Six Crown King was going to suffer danger. He might truly 

fall here. 

Chi! 

Ning Chuan rose up. His white clothes were dyed with blood, but it appeared even more sacred. His 

entire body released brilliance. In his hand was a bracelet, on it six types of true bones. All of them 

shone with radiance. 

“Don’t tell me that this is the Six Dao Supreme Being Bracelet?” Someone said softly. 

It was rumored that each time Six Crown King emerged, he would kill a group of exceptional heavenly 

talents, and after six eras had passed, he only chose six true bones, refining them into the Six Dao 

Supreme Being Bracelet. 



Apart from this, there was a secondary bracelet that was also ridiculously powerful. 

Right now, the one in his hands was one of them! 

The bracelet shone, on it a scarlet sparkling bird beak, a purple scale, a golden beast tooth... six types in 

total. They looked incomparably divine. 

“Six World Reincarnation!” 

Ning Chuan shouted loudly. At this moment, heaven and earth became different. Light shone 

resplendently, as if six great worlds appeared. Millions and millions of creatures were shouting. 

This secret treasure was definitely terrifying! 

Six true bones, each representing six exceptional talents’ most powerful divine abilities, now appearing 

in this world, rushing out murderously together. 

Forget about the people inside Immortal Ancient, even the expressions of the older generation figures in 

the outside world changed. Six types of great world shocking divine abilities were being used together to 

display an unmatched might! 

Honglonglong! 

This place erupted with noise. 

Divine light shone everywhere, covering heaven and earth! 

Six types of precious techniques were layered on top of each other, intertwining and revolving as they 

pressed forward, erasing everything in their way. 

“Quite the treasure!” Shi Hao’s eyes shone resplendently as he stared at that bracelet. This secret 

treasure was definitely extraordinary. He had seen it before in Spirit Realm, but it was far from being as 

powerful back then as it was now. He could also feel that it had a growth characteristic. Those six bones 

seemed to still be alive, containing life! 

“Six World Reincarnations is it? I feel like it suits me quite well.” Shi Hao said softly. Then, he directly 

used the reincarnation precious technique, using it to attack. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth rumbled. Symbols shone resplendently. 

“En?” Qin Hao was shocked. The bone in his chest automatically activated without his control. His mind 

was moved, coordinating with his older brother’s attack, also displaying this precious technique. 

It was also the reincarnation precious technique! 

However, what Qin Hao comprehended wasn’t quite the same, because that bone wasn’t too complete. 

Right now, it actually supplemented Shi Hao’s great divine ability, 

“Interesting. This bracelet isn’t bad.” Shi Yi said, his eyes shining. He also displayed a terrifying divine 

ability. His eyes produced a scenery of all things withering away. Endless killing intent pervaded the air. 



Hong! 

He released a great divine ability that destroyed all things! 

Moreover, he rushed over like Shi Hao to seize that precious bracelet. 

The ones watching this were all stupefied. These three were like absolute lunatics! When faced with 

such terrifying attacks, they actually felt no fear, instead going to seize this treasure. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth shone resplendently. Symbol radiance shone endlessly, drowning all scenery. 

There was only a shout, and then a collision. A great clash of power erupted. 

Human figures moved, light shining brilliantly. 

Only later on when the bone texts scattered did everyone discover with shock that great cracks 

appeared one after another in the void, extending outwards even now without closing. 

One could imagine just how terrifying the collision was just now. 

The most shocking thing was that the dual-pupil user and Shi Hao seemed to have made contact as well, 

all for the sake of obtaining that bracelet. 

In the end, that bracelet fell into the mountain region, still glowing with radiance. No one went after it 

temporarily. 

“Six Crown King was injured again! 

Everyone looked towards the white clothed Ning Chuan. New injuries appeared on his body. After the 

Reincarnation precious technique smashed over, Shi Yi’s obliteration light also surrounded that area, 

inflicting damage on Ning Chuan. 

However, this also proved how powerful Six Crown King was! 

“Ning Chuan even lost the bracelet, it’s clear just how dangerous it is. It truly is quite the critical 

situation!” 

“We said we were going to slaughter him, so we can’t continue like this. As for who the precious 

bracelet belongs to, we’ll decide after he is eliminated.” Shi Yi said. 

“Fine!” Shi Hao nodded. 

“Since I, Ning Chuan, emerged in the world, no one has dared to look down on me like this.” Six Crown 

King released a cold snort. Suddenly, the space between his brows released streak after streak of dragon 

patterns, erupting with resplendent divine radiance. 

“Heavens, this is Six Crown King’s innate divine method!” 

In the distance, countless creatures were in fear. 



There had always been a rumor in the outside world that when he was born, dragon patterns appeared 

on his forehead, a heavenly diagram emerging on his back. He had at least two types of unmatched 

secret methods, yet only rarely did others see him display them. 

A few saw it before, but in the end, they all died. 

The ones that forced him to display these methods were, without a doubt, the most powerful 

exceptional talents, all heaven warping creatures, well known in the past. 

Hong! 

Shi Yi moved. His eyes shone resplendently. Symbols swirled about, interweaving into two dreadful 

beams of light that fired out from his eyes. 

That radiance was unexpectedly accompanied with chaotic energy. It was terrifying beyond compare. 

At the same time, a sword appeared with a qiang sound, condensed from reincarnation symbols. It was 

extremely sharp, its brilliance dazzling the world. 

In the distance, Qin Hao’s mind pounded. The reincarnation his brother grasped was different from his 

own after all. He felt like that symbol seemed to have transformed, becoming even more profound than 

his own. 

“After his death, has the reincarnation evolved a step further?” He speculated. 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, Qin Hao used his immortal bone. He wasn’t willing to admit defeat, hoping to 

display his most powerful side. 

Four great experts displayed their secret methods together. This place completely erupted with chaos! 

Everyone knew that the results were going to be decided here, with life and death divided. 

Only, what was rather regretful was that they couldn't see what was going on. That place was drowned 

under divine radiance, covered by wisps of chaotic energy. There was no way of seeing through it. 

Waves of angry roars sounded from within this confrontation of world-shaking precious techniques. 

Peng! 

Bloody light flashed. Qin Hao flew outwards, coughing out a large mouthful of blood in the void. 

“Qin Hao was injured. Has Ning Chuan won?” 

“Six Crown King possesses exceptional style. He is going to win after all!” 

Everyone trembed inwardly. Was Ning Chuan actually going to mount a comeback and kill his enemies? 

Unfortunately, a roar of of anger and unwillingness sounded. When the mists scattered, everyone saw a 

shocking scene. 



In Shi Hao’s hand was a light sword condensed from reincarnation symbols, and right now, it pierced 

through Ning Chuan’s head. The pair of Kun Peng wings on his back severed Ning Chuan’s body at the 

waist, hacking him into two pieces. 

In addition, there were two bloody holes on Ning Chuan’s body that were releasing chaotic energy. 

Those were brought about by the dual-pupil user’s beams of light. 

This body had already perished! 

Chapter 856 - Only the Beginning 

That body remained motionless, the white clothes stained with blood. Ning Chuan’s body lacked vitality, 

perishing here. 

This scene was too shocking. A sword of light impaled through his skull, blood trickling down from it. Six 

Crown King was killed; this left all of Fallen Immortal Ridge in shock. 

No one dared to believe that Ning Chuan died, killed by Stone Clan’s three brothers. Was this the end of 

someone who had been unmatched through six eras? 

“Heavens! Ning Chuan has been killed!” 

How shocking of an event was this? Immortal Ancient was going to be shaken up because of this! 

Within this mountain range, creatures from all clans were trembling. 

"He's dead. This is truly hard to believe… Six Crown King was known to be someone who had reigned 

undefeated through six eras, how could he be defeated here, falling here…” 

For a few people, this was like a nightmare. It didn’t seem real. The outstanding, heroic, stunning Ning 

Chuan actually withered away here. 

In the outside world, the various sects were even more shaken up. 

Many people were stupefied, especially Fire Cloud Cavern, Luofu True Valley, Phantom Drake Dao Gate 

and others. Their faces changed greatly. This deeply affected their futures. It was incredibly bad for 

them. 

“Ning Chuan has been killed, sinner’s blood has won. This is an ominous thing!” 

“Six Crown King was actually defeated?!” 

This triggered a huge commotion. A few individuals’ faces became unpleasant. An extremely 

unfavorable turn of events was awaiting them. 

Stone Clan’s three brothers rose up, who could compete against them? How were they even supposed 

to face them? Immortal Ancient might undergo a great power shift. If they walked together, they would 

definitely be able to force back all enemies. 

“In the future, the higher realms will likely have another Emperor Clan. No one can stop these three 

brothers!” 



The inheritances that were against them felt uneasy inside, and those that oppressed Sin Province felt 

fear. If those three were allowed to grow up, how ridiculous would that be?! 

In that instant, many thoughts emerged in everyone’s minds. They had to stop this, kill these three 

before they grew up. They could not be allowed to truly rise up and become powerful. 

Unfortunately, there was Immortal Ancient separating them. When the three of them came out, would 

they even be able to slaughter these three? 

At this moment, many people felt anxious, to the extent where they were a bit terrified. 

Immortal Mountain, Qin Yining’s eyes carried tears, but she also had a happy smile on her face. Her two 

children were peaceful, and they even possessed such great strength. It brought her great joy. 

Shi Ziling also revealed a rare smile as he stared at the two figures on the monument. 

Heavenly Country, Beast Sea, Demonic Sunflower Garden, Celestial Clan, Underworld Earth’s creatures’ 

expressions all became unkind. They looked towards Fallen Immortal Ridge. All of them shared quite the 

grudge with Shi Hao. 

“Just a withered body. Who hasn’t experienced defeat before.” Someone said it like this, deemphasizing 

the situation. 

“However, it is still a defeat in the end, destroying his undefeated legend. I hope it won’t affect him too 

much.” Someone said lightly. 

“It is of no matter. He will only become more and more powerful. When he truly comes out, who can 

compete against him?!” Fire Cloud Cavern’s old sect master said. 

Nest Realm, Fallen Immortal Ridge. 

The white clothed Ning Chuan’s body broke apart, scattering with the wind, only leaving behind a lump 

of blood. It was the size of a fist as it gathered there, scarlet and shining, sparkling and replete. 

This was his divine blood. It contained strange power. 

“What a pity, dying just like that. We weren’t even able to see his most powerful strike, the heavenly 

diagram on his back.” Shi Hao said. 

In the mountain region, the creatures of all sides shivered inwardly. This was a truly frightening enemy, 

actually feeling regret over this. 

“Even though we didn’t obtain his body’s true blood, this bit should still be enough. It should be able to 

open up the mysterious path.” Shi Yi said. 

In the mountain ridge, all cultivators felt endless respect for these two. Their fighting strength was 

obvious to all, just too tyrannical, allowing them to overlook all sides. 

There were too many people here, enough to number in the thousands to tens of thousands. However, 

everyone here began to feel that just Stone Clan’s brothers alone were enough to wipe out all experts. 



“I am still somewhat lacking.” Qin Hao said softly. He was reflecting at this moment, as well as 

comprehending himself. This confrontation affected him quite greatly. 

“However, Six Crown King had a bigger reputation than he deserves, not as powerful as I thought, killed 

just like that.” Qin Hao said. 

Shi Hao shook his head and said, “Little brother, you cannot underestimate this person. What he used 

was just a spiritual body and not his true body. He is quite strong!” 

When this sentence was spoken, all sides were greatly shaken. Ning Chuan’s true body was still alive? 

“That was a spiritual body?” Qin Hao was shocked as well, his face falling slightly. He was actually 

injured by a spiritual body! It seemed like there was still some distance between himself and Six Crown 

King. 

"If Ning Chuan was truly this weak, being cut down by us like this like vegetables, then that truly would 

be embarrassing his six eras fame. How would he have shocked the past and present? It wouldn’t have 

been possible.” 

When Qin Hao heard this, his face felt a bit heated. The two Stones were indeed domineering, their 

methods heaven reaching. However, he suffered quite the loss. 

Dominating six eras, rising above all creatures, Ning Chuan was one of the most powerful individuals 

since the ancient times! 

Six Crown King, that was a honorific title, as well as a proof of strength. His true body didn’t come out, 

clearly still in isolation cultivating. 

“He is this powerful, and didn’t come out of isolation cultivation yet…” Qin Hao frowned. 

“You aren’t complete yourself either, able to improve a step further. After our trip this time, return and 

cultivate some more. You don’t have to worry about him.” Shi Hao said. 

“It seems like I have to enter isolation cultivation as well. I haven’t reached perfection yet.” Shi Yi calmly 

said. 

When these words sounded, the experts of all sides trembled. Not only was Six Crown King not perfect 

yet, the Stone Clan’s three brothers were also travelling on their own paths, they shouldn’t have truly 

emerged yet. 

“I am looking forward to fighting with his true body!” Shi Hao said. After igniting his divine flame and 

treading on his own path, he was going to find Ning Chuan and settle everything. 

In Fallen Immortal Ridge, the cultivators didn’t dare believe what they were hearing. This person was 

powerful and tyrannical, daring to look for Six Crown King, who dared to provoke him? 

Weng! 

The void trembled. Shi Yi reached out a hand, grabbing towards the bracelet on the ground. 

It was quite extraordinary with six true bones on it, including a scarlet bird beak, golden beast tooth… 

they were all sparkling and translucent, shining brilliantly, extremely beautiful and mysterious. 



Another great hand reached out, intercepting that one. 

Hong! 

A battle erupted. Shi Yi and Shi Hao both released a palm, distorting the void. Multicolored light 

drowned out this place. 

Everyone became greatly shocked. This battle happened just too suddenly! The two of them directly 

took action, fighting against each other. 

Even Qin Hao was shocked, actually fighting so quickly. 

Peng peng sounds rang out incessantly, auspicious light erupting and chaotic mists swirling. The dual-

pupils’ power was world shocking, lightning methods moving the skies; both of them erupted with 

brilliant holy splendor. 

“En? There really are some who aren’t scared of death.” Shi Yi sneered. With a glance, two streaks of 

light shot out from his pupils. Then, a miserable cry sounded from the depths of the earth. Blood 

splashed outwards. 

At the same time, Shi Hao produced a streak of lightning, overturning the earth, blasting that place into 

a scorched blackness. A silver earthworm flew out, releasing a burnt smell. 

The bracelet on the ground traveled several hundred zhang into the distance. 

It was clear that this divine level earthworm used its innate divine method to move into the earth, 

waiting to secretly bring away the precious bracelet when the two of them fought. It never expected 

that it would directly die. 

“Cough, it is better if the two of you stop fighting. This thing has already recognized its owner and 

belongs to me.” 

Suddenly, a stone spoke. Just now, it was together with the bracelet, and it had been blasted flying 

together with it. 

It was precisely the Divine Striking Stone. It had long set its eyes on this bracelet, waiting for an 

opportunity to give Shi Yi a ‘surprise’. In the end, its rhythm was messed up. 

Moreover, it had a feeling that Shi Yi’s divine senses were sharp, possibly detecting him. If he released a 

counterattack, then that would be troublesome. 

“Just a bracelet. I’ll gift it to younger cousin then.” Shi Yi didn’t make things too difficult either. When he 

saw that the Divine Striking Stone already stole the precious bracelet, he instead stopped. 

With a sou sound, the Divine Striking Stone flew back, opening its mouth and spat out the bracelet. 

Shi Hao held it in his hand. It was gentle and crystalline, releasing a wave of warmth. There was even 

more an exuberant life force, not a ‘dead bone’, but instead possessing vitality. 

This left him shaken. This thing was formidable after all. 



He carefully sensed it, and then he understood. The six true bones could independently absorb the 

world’s essence, and it even craved blood, as if it could still grow. 

Shi Hao had a feeling before, that this treasure could evolve, and now, it seemed like it was true. 

This thing's value was priceless. It was the same as having six great divine abilities in the future! 

Only, upon closer inspection, he discovered that the symbols were hidden and not visible. He could only 

use it like a precious artifact. 

Shi Yi and Shi Hao gave each other a look, on guard against each other. However, in the end, they didn’t 

fight. Even though they stood against each other, after using their identities of belonging to the same 

clan to kill Six Crown King Ning Chuan, if they immediately quarreled with each other, it was still a bit 

over the top. 

“Go, let’s open up the vicious nest.” Shi Hao said. n(-0𝐯𝑒𝑙𝗯In 

“Fine!” Shi Yi nodded. 

Qin Hao also followed along. They kept a bit of distance between each other, but they could still be 

considered to be walking together. 

This made everyone suck in a cold breath of air. Stone Clan’s brothers really were going to join hands, 

entering the vicious nest together. How were others supposed to even live?! 

What they were most worried about happened. These three were walking together, so who could face 

them? Even the ancient freak Ning Chuan was killed! 

“Haha… truly too great, an unmatched combination.” In the distance, Lu Yi laughed loudly, jolting his 

buttcheeks as he ran over. 

Luo Dao and Lan Yichen looked at each other in dismay. Just now, they were incomparably shaken up. 

The scene of Ning Chuan’s death left them greatly shocked. Such a dazzling ancient figure was actually 

killed. 

“There might be a great harvest this time in the vicious nest.” Lan Yichen said. 

Luo Dao nodded. They also moved, heading forward. 

“Hateful, those three people are walking together. There’s no way to stop them…” 

People in the outside world were also speaking softly, feeling extremely uneasy. 

“Are the heavens going to be changed? If other experts appear nearby the vicious nest, they will 

undoubtedly be in danger…” 

“Unless ancient freaks also team up, if they continue to fight everyone alone, then these three brothers 

might very well kill them!” 

There wasn’t a single individual who wasn’t shocked. They were all paying close attention to this. 

If nothing unexpected happened, other freaks would definitely appear. If a battle broke out here, it 

would most likely be dangerous for them. 



“In Immortal Ancient, if they joined hands, then they could break through the sky!” 

As everyone discussed this among themselves, feeling uncomfortable, within a small world, in an chaotic 

ancient cave, a seated white clothed male opened his eyes. 

Ning Chuan rose, his eyes clear. His entire body released sparkling light, his appearance fine like jade, his 

figure exceptional. 

He reached out a hand, accepting the specks of light in the void. Those were the remains of the spiritual 

body after it was killed. It swirled about his finger tip. 

“It died. This is the first time someone someone has harmed my body like this.” 

He spoke calmly without anger, or even any emotions, calm and unhurried. This defeat didn’t cause 

great waves in his heart. 

“Bring me out. I am going to deal with all of them.” These calm and confident words displayed his self-

confidence. Then, chaotic energy surrounded that place. 

Nest Realm, Stone Clan’s three brothers arrived in front of that strange and shocking nest, about to 

enter! 

Many people followed behind them, their figures everywhere, filling up the mountain region. They all 

wanted to benefit from association, following and entering behind them. 

Chapter 857 - Passing the Ordeal 

There were many mountains, all of them like volcanoes, hollow on the inside. There was chaotic energy 

around them, producing a shocking scene. 

This area was like the nest of some type of enormous beast. The mountain had been completely 

excavated with many exits leading to the outside world. 

Of course, this was not the strangest thing, nor was it the most shocking thing. What was even more 

astonishing was that there was primal chaos swirling about in the sky, and when it scattered outwards, 

incomparably shocking irregular scenes would appear. 

Ten blood suns hung in the sky, thirty three blood moons were suspended above, and three thousand 

stars swirled about. They weren’t that far from the mountain, with only a few hundred zhang of distance 

in between, exerting a great pressure. 

“Immortal blood dying the stars red!” Lan Yichen sighed and said. 

It was clear that these stars had all been refined, or else a single one of them would be enough to 

collapse the void and surround this place. However, right now, so many of them were suspended above 

like stone rollers. 

Chi! 

At this moment, Shi Hao and Shi Yi took action at the same time, activating the fist sized clump of blood, 

scattering it forward. 



Only world shocking divine blood could cause a change in this place, open up a mysterious path to make 

it relatively safer. 

Otherwise, directly entering through the volcano’s passages so recklessly would easily result in 

accidents. 

It had to be said that Six Crown King was extraordinary, his blood different. There were dragon patterns 

on his forehead as soon as he was born, and a heavenly diagram on his back. His blood was blessed by 

the heavens, carrying a mysterious energy. 

Hong! 

This fist-sized lump of blood essence released dazzling radiance, forming a blood-colored symbol in that 

mountain region, unexpectedly making one of the thirty-three blood moons above them move. 

Chi! 

A streak of light descended, unexpectedly opening up a path. 

In the mountain, an ancient path mysteriously opened, extending outwards and appearing beneath Shi 

Hao, Shi Yi, and Qin Hao’s feet. 

“Go!” Shi Yi walked forward, entering inside. 

Shi Hao frowned, but in the end, he still entered. Luo Dao, Lan Yichen, and the others naturally didn’t 

hesitate, wishing to enter and take a look. 

There was even less of a need to talk about Qin Hao. As a member of Stone Clan, the two Stones already 

entered, so he was naturally entering as well. 

“Bring us with you!” 

“We are willing to pledge our lives to follow behind you, obey your orders!” 

In the rear, many people shouted, among them no lack of powerful outstanding experts. They were 

willing to follow behind them. 

It was because these people personally saw the Stone Clan’s three brothers kill Ning Chuan, seeing how 

terrifying they were. They might be the greatest power in Nest Realm, so following these people would 

likely result in obtaining a portion of their natural luck. 

Shi Yi, Shi Hao, and the others didn’t say anything, not paying attention to their voices. 

“Gonna risk it all and follow!” There were a few people who were especially courageous, believing that 

even if Stone Clan’s three brothers didn’t pay them any attention, they still likely wouldn’t make things 

difficult for them. 

It was because with how these three didn’t fear anything, people like them weren’t even seen as 

competitors. 

The ancient path shone, bringing Shi Hao’s group into a mountain, moving underground without them 

even walking as it carried them forward. 



Shua! 

At the same time, a group of people followed them as well, entering the underground nest. 

Then, the cultivators of the outside world couldn’t see through the Immortal Dao Flower’s petals any 

more. The inside of the vicious nest couldn’t be seen, their view obstructed. 

In the underground ancient nest, everything was hazy. There were chaotic mists, as well as dark red 

colored walls. It looked ancient and mysterious. This was a peaceful ancient land. 

The nest was deep and remote, but also large. This path took them directly in front of a stone cliff, and 

then the path stopped, reaching its end. 

However, upon closer inspection, one would find that there were there stone gates here, all of them 

dark red in color. They looked just like the stone walls, as if they were covered in dried blood. 

“Only one dao life, all things three life, three gates, is it this type of meaning?” Qin Hao said softly. 

“Let’s separate here. I’m choosing this path.” Shi Yi said calmly. After giving Shi Hao and Qin Hao a nod, 

he exerted force, opened up a path, and then walked in. 

An expanse of mist rushed out from that gate that shone brilliantly. 

“Big brother, I’m taking the second path.” Qin Hao said. He was going to enter alone. 

Shi Hao shook his head and said, “You should still go together with me. This underground world is quite 

strange, so it’ll be dangerous for a single person.” 

After saying this, he produced a stone diagram. There were a few paths recorded on it. 

“No need. If there is an accident, I have a way of leaving. I also found a diagram outside.” Qin Hao said. 

He brought it out and showed it to Shi Hao, having them observe it to see if it is the same. 

It was just as old and ancient. The stone inscription diagram had a mysterious route within it, but it 

wasn’t quite the same as Shi Hao’s. 

“It seems like one map will lead to one place, containing different natural luck. Older brother, let’s travel 

separately.” Qin Hao was quite stubborn, wishing to proceed alone. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop him again. He pointed outwards, leaving an imprint on his body and saying, “Be 

careful.” 

Then, he, together with Luo Dao, Lan Yichen, and Lu Yi entered the third gate. 

In the rear, when the crowd saw this, they all rushed over, separately entering through three different 

gates. 

There were other cultivators who entered the volcano through other entrances, not following Shi Hao or 

the other two. n𝑜𝐕𝔢-𝑙𝔅-In 

In reality, many, many people had hurried over during these past few days, entering the nest. Many of 

them died, and only a few people came out with natural luck alive. 



Everyone threw themselves over like moths to a flame, wishing to seize natural luck and obtain 

opportunities. 

As soon as Shi Hao’s group entered, they immediately sensed a rich heaven and earth spiritual essence. 

Five-colored multicolored light swirled about, as if they were standing within a divine earth. 

However, as soon as they relaxed, a colored ribbon moved through the void. It was completely silent, 

unexpectedly making Shi Hao’s fine hairs stand on end. He hurriedly dragged those people over. 

Ah... 

In the rear, the group of people who followed had several dozen individuals brushed by the ribbon. They 

were all sliced apart at the waist. Blood splashed outwards, creating an incomparably bloody scene. 

“Heavens… what is that?” Lu Yi’s expression was deathly pale. How could such a disaster appear in this 

type of peaceful place? 

“A divine chain or order, drifting along this path, moving with the wind…” Shi Hao released a soft sigh. 

This place was too strange. They had just entered, yet this type of bloody disaster happened. 

They proceeded quietly, quickly passing this misty region. The area in front of them quickly became hot. 

There was a black colored flame that was burning fiercely. 

“A black lotus is blossoming in the flames!” Luo Dao was shocked. 

However, that black flame was too terrifying. It was incomparably hot. Even as deities, they all still felt 

as if it was a bit hard to handle. 

“Half divine medicine, it has special fragrance!” In the rear, there were creatures who hurried over. All 

of their eyes were shining, revealing looks of shock. They really wanted to immediately rush over. 

“An illusion, not a half divine medicine. If you all still want to have a go, knock yourselves out.” Shi Hao 

said. 

With a raise of his hand, black flames surged outwards, making all of these Divine Flame Realm 

cultivators’ breathing difficult. Their bodies were burned until they felt intense pain, their flesh about to 

collapse. 

Against this type of flame, unless one was the outstanding talent of a province, it was difficult to pass. 

Shi Hao walked over, walking through the flames and finding a path. He was going to make his way 

through. 

Luo Dao and Lan Yichen followed. Even though it was uncomfortable for them, they could still make it 

through. 

Lu Yi was the only one that cried out miserably, almost being in danger. He was grabbed by Shi Hao and 

protected under his own radiance. 

It was clear that this black flame would block a lot of people. Unless one was a powerful individual, they 

wouldn’t be able to pass it. 



In the rear, the crowd sighed. They wanted to follow a powerful individual and borrow his power to 

make things a bit easier, but they couldn’t even do so in the end. 

There were some who were quite decisive, however, saying, “It’s too dangerous. It seems like it really 

isn’t a place we should have came to.” After saying this, these people turned around and left. 

Of course, when they turned around, they became stupefied. There was already no path behind them. It 

all turned into a dark red stone wall, blocking their escape. 

Shi Hao frowned as he proceeded, leading these individuals through this region. They were actually 

moving through a woodland. It was quite strange, there was actually a forest underground. 

Hou! 

Following the sound of a few roars, a few brightly colored ancient beasts rushed out from the forest. Shi 

Hao’s group didn’t recognize these creatures at all. 

“They are actually all at the True Self Realm?!” Lu Yi shivered inwardly. 

This was just the beginning, yet there were true deities that came out. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao took action. Symbols erupted. Precious symbol light pervaded the air, blasting apart all of those 

brightly colored ancient beasts. 

“These aren’t true ancient beasts. Someone engraved them on that enormous rock.” Luo Dao was 

shocked. 

There was an enormous rock in the mountain forest with a few ancient beasts casually carved on them. 

These unexpectedly emerged from them. 

This immediately made those people horrified. What kind of methods are these? Just the beasts one 

randomly engraved could truly appear and become true deities. 

The mountain forest was peaceful without any other dangers. 

When they walked out from this forest, a few people's minds were shaken. Lava surged, scarlet red light 

covering everything like a sea in front of them. 

“So fragrant, there’s a fruity smell.” 

“Produced by natural laws once again, another illusion…” Lu Yi curled his lips. 

“This time, it isn’t.” Luo Dao said, staring forward. 

In the magma, there were a few plants that weren’t over three foot in height. They were silvery white, 

shining, and releasing a gentle fragrance. These were rather strange looking thistles and thorns, with a 

few of them having fruits on their branches.” 

“Holy fruits.” 

Those were holy fruits. Their names weren’t known, but they possessed abundant spiritual essence. 



“Worthy of being Immortal Ancient, the spiritual essence so dense that several tens of holy medicines 

appeared at once. This is truly astonishing.” 

Shi Hao sighed in amazement. Compared to this place, his homeland in the lower realm was just too 

‘barren’. The spiritual essence was incomparably lacking, the precious medicines there unable to evolve. 

However, when they picked these, they encountered quite a bit of trouble. The sea of magma surged, 

and dense symbols surged to suppress and kill them. 

In the end, they picked six or seven fruits. 

With a weng sound, a bone flood dragon emerged from the magma. It unexpectedly opened its mouth 

towards these fruits. 

“So strange, it doesn’t have a consciousness and only a type of instinct?” Shi Hao was stunned. 

There were bits of light within the bone flood dragon’s skull. That wasn’t a primordial spirit, only a 

remnant will. 

When one holy fruit entered its mouth, it unexpectedly allowed these people to step on its body. Then, 

all of the bone texts on its body flourished, carrying them through the void with a sou sound towards 

the other side of the scarlet sea. 

“Heavens, this flood dragon should have been at least a heavenly deity before its death, but it was 

refined into a tool to travel through this sea…” Those individuals cried out in astonishment. 

Its will hadn't faded after all this time. It was purposely transformed into its current state. 

The sea of magma was quite hot. There were strange ancient flames hidden within that could kill 

deities! 

Lu Yi gave it a test. As a result, his arm was injured, almost melting off. 

The bone flood dragon was fast, quickly carrying them to the other side of the scarlet sea, arriving 

before an expanse of rubble. 

“Is it testing us? Why is it one dangerous place after another?” Luo Dao’s face became serious, because 

he had seen a few sword traces in the forest that unexpectedly released powerful killing intent. 

This was indeed the case. They were stopped again. Only after breaking through them could they pass. 

Just like that, they continuously encountered all types of dangers again and again. There were several 

dozen trials, each enough to stop exceptional talents. They were all extremely dangerous. 

After an entire fifty trials, the stone inscription diagram Shi Hao was carrying lit up, displaying some 

abnormalities. Only then did they discover that they had entered a path recorded on the stone diagram. 

“En, why is there no more dangers?” 

They proceeded through the ancient path, advancing through the underground world. In the end, they 

unexpectedly made it through without any hindrances, about to reach its end. 

“We are almost at the end!” 



Up ahead, close to the end of this place, a praying mat was blocking them. Chaotic energy was released 

from it. 

Aside from this, there were a few corpses as well that were collapsed here. They were all quite strange, 

the skeletons shining with astonishing luster. 

“These are powerful individuals who have died in the ancient past. All those who could reach this place 

are definitely not ordinary.” Shi Hao said with a sigh. They had just passed fifty trials. It was definitely 

not an easy task, with dangers lurking all around. 

“Yi, there are some words carved on the ground.” 

They discovered that there was someone who left behind a few words on the ground. They carefully 

inspected them. 

“Divine Wing Clan -- Peng Tianyi.” 

Six characters, written quite hurriedly, seemingly running out of strength towards the end. This was 

clearly left behind before death. 

“What?!” Luo Dao and Lan Yichen’s fine hairs stood on end, feeling incomparably shocked. 

“What is it? Is this person famous?” Shi Hao asked. 

“This is an ancient freak, someone who had overlooked an era, only, after he entered Immortal Ancient 

a second time, he never appeared again!” Luo Dao’s expression was serious and grave. 

A powerful ancient freak died here endless years ago! 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but become serious. He looked at the few other corpses, all of them appearing 

quite powerful, their bones shining and extraordinary. 

Chapter 858 - Appearance of the Scriptures 

“The primordial true bones have been dug out by someone.” After Lan Yichen carefully inspected this 

place, he said rather regretfully. 

Divine Wing Clan’s Peng Tianyi, a creature who had been recorded in bone books, powerful to a 

ridiculous level, someone who had overlooked the world. This was an existence that was known to be 

number one through three thousand provinces. 

Unfortunately, after his second appearance, he died here. It was a bit obscure. 

“Were their true bones seized by those who came later?” Lu Yi sighed inwardly, feeling that it was a pity. 

n𝔬𝗏𝔢/𝒍𝚋-In 

Shi Hao carefully searched around. His flesh had long disappeared, but his bones didn’t break. Apart 

from the true bone that carried its life symbols, all other parts were preserved quite well. 

He then looked at the other four skeletons. Their bones were quite special, sparkling with luster. There 

were golden bones, scarlet bones, and even after tens of thousands of years, they still didn’t corrode. 

They belonged to different clans. These bones were preserved well, the bones not damaged at all. 



“They are all quite powerful, all of them the most powerful young outstanding talents of a clan.” Shi Hao 

said. 

In reality, if they weren’t powerful enough, there was no way they would have been able to walk here. 

All of them would have died already. 

Weng! 

Suddenly, when they reached out with their divine will to investigate, the praying mat shone. Chaotic 

energy became dense, startling them. 

“An ancient scripture?” 

Luo Dao was shocked, feeling that this was a bit inconceivable. 

Within that praying mat was a great dao true meaning. When they reached out with their divine will, it 

released a rumbling sound and then spread outwards, shaking up everyone’s souls. 

“Careful.” Shi Hao said. 

Luo Dao and Lan Yichen naturally understood what he meant. They were controlling themselves as well. 

After all, even an ancient freak died here, so how could there not be anything sinister here? 

They backed up and carefully looked around, observing this region. 

In the end, they came to the conclusion that this path should have been extremely dangerous. The only 

reason they smoothly arrived here was because Peng Tianyi and those other people already broke 

through all the restrictions. 

“That is to say, we are basking in their glory. Endless years ago, they cleared out the other dangers along 

the way?” 

“It seems like the only danger remaining is this praying mat.” 

For even a powerful individual who was recorded in bone books to nurse a grievance, there was no need 

to say anything further. It was quite clear that this place was extremely dangerous, and a single mishap 

would result in death. 

That praying mat carried a passage of scripture that made it hard for others to give up on it. No one 

wanted to pass up on this. 

Shi Hao carefully sent out a strand of divine will towards that praying mat again. The great dao 

scriptures sounded again, entering his heart. After carefully sensing it, his heart was shaken. 

These were bone texts related to ‘power’. After reading a few sentences, he knew that this was an 

unmatched supreme dao. The scripture expounded on the great dao of all things, but all of it revolved 

around ‘strength’. 

This was undoubtedly shocking. Who could resist this type of temptation? 

Even though he was fully aware that this praying mat might not be ordinary at all, he still couldn’t help 

but want to explore it to its end, obtain the perfect unmatched scriptures. 



Suddenly, Shi Hao sensed something. All of the fine hairs on his body stood up, immediately severing all 

connection with that praying mat. He resisted his urge to continue comprehending it and backed up. 

“So?” The others asked. 

“It’s extremely dangerous!” Shi Hao’s expression was grave. 

However, how could they give up on this ancient scripture just like that? 

“Let me use a spiritual body to see what kind of problems there really are. You all observe from the rear. 

After finding out the truth, we’ll find a way to break through it.” Lu Yi said. 

He felt like if he didn’t help at all after travelling with them all this time, only following behind to receive 

the benefits, it would leave him too uneasy, feeling extremely apologetic. 

As such, he produced this suggestion to act as the bait. 

This would undoubtedly be extremely dangerous, with a single mistake resulting in dying here. However, 

Lu Yi insisted on doing this. 

“It’ll just be a spiritual body dying at most. It shouldn’t implicate the main body as well.” Lu Yi said, 

strengthening his own courage. 

The others backed up. Lu Yi produced a spiritual body and added a bit of essence blood to make it more 

powerful and realistic. Of course, divine senses were indispensable too. 

They carefully watched from the distance, paying close attention. 

The spiritual body walked forward one step after another. When it was three zhang before that praying 

mat, it was stopped. Bone texts flickered, shining with incomparable brilliance. 

“Cannot walk forward any further. It’s as if there’s a mountain blocking the way.” The spiritual body 

said. Then, it sat down, sending out some divine will to probe the praying mat’s mysteries. 

Soon after, he became foolish, submerged within. 

“Read out the scriptures.” Lu Yi’s main body spoke, wishing for Shi Hao and the others to hear as well. 

However, that spiritual body opened its mouth and said a few things, but it couldn’t send over any 

divine will. They were cut off. Moreover, Lu Yi’s main body also lost connection with it, unable to sense 

it anymore. 

“En, it’s quite strange. That praying mat is extremely sinister.” Lan Yichen said. 

The spiritual body sat there, continuing to comprehend the praying mat’s scriptures, becoming more 

and more holy and auspicious, completely immersed within it. 

Soon after, everyone trembled inwardly. Their bodies became cold. It was because the praying mat 

surged with a streak of life that condensed into a sharp blade. It quickly flew outwards, hacking towards 

the space between the spiritual body’s brows. 

The spiritual body released a large cry. It sensed something and did everything it could to resist, 

producing several secret treasures. 



What left others confused was that the secret treasures passed through that streak of light as if they 

didn’t make contact with anything. They didn’t produce dazzling bone texts or other things from a clash 

either, not being able to stop it. 

The spiritual body cried out loudly. It used its precious techniques and did everything it could to resist. 

However, everything was ineffective, unable to defend itself at all. That streak of light directly entered 

the space between its brows, piercing through. 

The expression of Lu Yi’s spiritual body changed greatly. A streak of light shot out from the crown of his 

head. That was his divine sense that was trying to escape and leave the skull. 

The blade radiance that flew out from the praying mat changed directions, not entering his brows and 

following it into the skies, pursuing the divine sense. The two tangled together, fighting intensely. 

Pu! 

Lu Yi’s true body spat out a mouthful of blood, his face becoming incomparably pale. It was because the 

divine sense in the air was hacked through. The spiritual body turned into a rain of light, dying as well. 

At the same time, the blade of radiance also scattered, thus disappearing. 

“It cuts down one’s primordial spirit, leaving the body unharmed. That streak of light is quite mysterious, 

unexpectedly disregarding the attacks of weapons. It seems like only primordial spirit power can resist 

it.” Luo Dao said after some thought. 

“Is this the embodiment of ‘power’? Even primordial spirit force is included, including everything.” Shi 

Hao was shaken. This ancestral precious technique was formidable. 

It was simple and direct, purely an evolution of power. 

The more it was like this, the more it made one desire it. The great dao became the most simple. If this 

was truly the secret method of one of the vicious ten, it would definitely shock past and present. 

Everyone would want to obtain it. 

Rumors had it that the vicious ten were originally Immortal Ancient Era’s creatures, only dying after 

reaching this great era. There was reason behind this after all. 

Otherwise, how could this vicious nest be here? 

“I feel like just now, that streak of light wasn’t all that powerful either. It could kill Lu Yi, but against us, it 

should be ineffective.” Lan Yichen said. 

Lu Yi’s face was pale. He had lost a spiritual body, which could be considered a serious injury. He 

accepted a half ginseng fruit Shi Hao handed over, and after ingesting it, he sat down and began to 

meditate. 

“Let me give it a try.” Lan Yichen also produced a spiritual body, hoping to receive some type of benefit. 

“Yi?” Those individuals were all shocked. 

Even someone as powerful as Lan Yichen’s spiritual body also could only walk within three zhang, and 

then it couldn’t travel any further. It was no different from Lu Yi. 



Then, his spiritual body also sat down to comprehend that secret method. At first, he also read a few 

sentences, but then, his divine senses were also isolated. 

Xiu! 

When that spiritual body was completely immersed, reaching the critical point of comprehending the 

secret method, the praying mat released another streak of light. It was as if a divine rainbow pierced 

through the sun, fast to the extreme. 

Something shocking happened. Lan Yichen’s spiritual body was no match. His divine senses were hacked 

through, thus turning into a rain of light. It was completely the same result. 

His true body cursed, his face becoming snow white. He devoured some precious medicines to recover 

his foundational energy. 

“Why is it also this result?” 

“Against different people, that streak of light would be a bit more powerful than the one 

comprehending the method, but not to a ridiculous level.” In the end, they came to this conclusion. 

Those individuals frowned. This was quite troublesome. Only a bit more powerful than oneself, but 

enough to kill you, how were they supposed to comprehend the ancient scripture then? 

“It is rumored that Peng Tianyi’s weakest area was his primordial spirit.” They understood why the 

ancient freak died here. 

“Is this a trial set-up by the owner of the vicious nest? If that is the case, there’s no way it is designed 

only to kill. There has to be a path of life.” Shi Hao said. 

“It’s too dangerous. It is still better if we back off.” Luo Dao was a bit more cautious. 

However, when he turned around, he was left stupefied. That path slowly disappeared, a wall seemingly 

able to grow, blocking off their original path. It was slowly moving over as well. 

“Chi!” With a raise of Luo Dao’s hand, a streak of sword energy flew out. As a result, kengqiang sounds 

rang out, but it was unable to break through the dark red wall. 

Then, his long hair rushed out, all of them shining. This was his exceptional talent precious technique. 

They all pierced towards that wall, but they still couldn’t do anything, instead leaving him shaken up 

until he flew backwards. 

Shi Hao also gave it a try, but it was completely useless. 

“This is bad. We are trapped.” These individuals frowned. 

The Divine Striking Stone was woken up. Shi Hao had it try to break this formation, but in the end, it was 

also helpless. Everything was because of that praying mat, as that was the center of the formation. 

“Can one only comprehend through it?” Shi Hao frowned and then said, “Could it be that it requires the 

comprehender to possess strength beyond the limit of their realm?” 

Then, Shi Hao walked forward, his true body sitting three zhang outside the praying mat. 



“Too risky! You should have just sent out a spiritual body to test it out.” Luo Dao’s expression changed, 

advising like this. 

“Need to advance courageously and do everything I can to resist that primordial spirit attack.” Shi Hao 

said. 

He wasn’t being rash, because he had passed the most powerful lightning tribulation and even had the 

lightning radiance baptize his primordial spirit. Apart from this, he also ate the Golden Bodhi Fruit, so his 

primordial spirit was far more powerful than that of others in his cultivation realm. 

Shi Hao comprehended the method. Soon after, danger came as expected. A streak of light that was 

even more resplendent than the one before appeared, hacking towards his primordial spirit. 

Hong! 

A battle erupted. Shi Hao’s primordial spirit turned into a resplendent little figure, directly attacking over 

to fight that streak of light. 

“How powerful! The primordial spirit has taken form, vivid and lifelike, far more powerful than ours.” 

Lan Yichen said with a sigh. 

At this moment, Shi Hao displayed the Reincarnation technique,and Lightning Emperor’s method with 

his primordial spirit, causing this place to erupt with intense radiance. It was shocking to the extreme. 

“Block it!” 

“You have to succeed!” 

The individuals in the rear shouted loudly, feeling as if they were fighting themselves. Cold sweat soaked 

through their clothes. They felt incomparably nervous, because if Shi Hao failed, then they might truly 

be without hope, trapped here to death. 

That light was too powerful, who knew how many times greater than the one that shot at Lu Yi and Lan 

Yichen. An immortal blade flew over, continuously hacking towards Shi Hao, putting him in great danger. 

This battle lasted an entire two hours. Shi Hao felt completely drained. He finally wiped out that streak 

of light, and his primordial spirit returned. He immediately sat down to recover his energy. 

“He actually won!” 

Those individuals were shocked, feeling incomparably happy. 

Shi Hao ate a Half Ginseng Fruit, and then sat there for a day and night before finally opening his eyes, 

completely recovered. 

One could imagine just how much energy he exhausted during that battle. It was incomparably 

dangerous. 

Shi Hao didn't say anything. He continued to comprehend the symbols within the praying mat. However, 

this time, when he extended out his divine senses, chaotic mists became hazy, and that praying mat was 

shaken. A gate appeared in front, and then a bundle of light brought them away from this place. They 

entered a cave dwelling. 



“What a pity. That scripture was just an opening part. It didn’t touch upon the core essentials yet.” Shi 

Hao felt regretful. 

“That might be a test. Only by passing it can one advance further.” 

This was an extremely spacious cave with strand after strand of mist curling about, pure white and hazy. 

It made this entire place look hazy, giving it an immortal dao aura. 

“Yi, there are actually people who came out from that path. That is a route of death, one of the most 

terrifying paths. There is someone who actually succeeded today!” 

Cries of alarm sounded from within the cavern, the voices sounding incomparably shocked. 

Shi Hao’s party walked forward. After closely inspecting this cave, they discovered that it truly was 

massive. There were actually a hundred stone gates, each leading to this place from a different 

direction. 

The path they traveled through was merely one of them, and the stone gate at the end of this path, as 

well as nine others had the word ‘death’ carved on them, indicating their difficulty. 

They walked out. The pressure increased greatly, making even walking difficult. They almost couldn’t lift 

their feet. 

Up ahead, dao platforms appeared one after another like seats, arranged in a row within the cave. Every 

single platform had creatures seated on it. 

This wasn’t the key thing. What drew Shi Hao’s attention was that there was a hazy ancient cave in the 

very depths. Primal chaos and immortal light swirled simultaneously, a dense mist surrounding that 

place. 

He could vaguely see a jade table within the ancient cave. On it was a piece of divine bone book that 

released immortal light. It was incomparably mysterious! 

Chapter 859 - Immortal Cave 

Vicious ten’s precious technique! 

Shi Hao’s eyes immediately lit up, becoming incomparably moved. The only thing left in his eyes was 

that bone, nothing else. 

Heng! 

A cold snort sounded. Hostility and killing intent filled this cave. 

“So many people, all of them experts…” Luo Dao said softly. Even someone as powerful as him felt a 

great pressure, because there were no weak individuals in this group. They were all extremely powerful 

individuals. 

He recognized a few of them, the most powerful geniuses of their provinces, powerful to a ridiculous 

extent. There were also some who, even though he never saw them before, from their outwards 

appearances, he could still deduce what clan’s outstanding talents they were from. 



“There are actually more than a hundred people here!” Lan Yichen sucked in a cold breath of air. To be 

more precise, there were close to two hundred that had reached this final destination. 

One had to keep in mind that they experienced many dangers along the way, passing over fifty trials to 

get here, in the end even experiencing the praying mat disaster. If not for them having someone as 

powerful as Shi Hao on their side, there was no way they would have arrived here alive. 

However, in this cave, there were close to two hundred experts. 

“Our path was extremely difficult, one of the ten routes of death.” Lu Yi said softly, but on the contrary, 

felt rather optimistic. 

“A few more have arrived to take a share of our natural luck. Dao brothers, do you all wish for this type 

of scene to continue?” Suddenly, someone spoke coldly. 

“Indeed, more and more creatures are coming, but this cave only has so many supreme treasures to 

divide amongst ourselves. I also feel like we should put a stop to it.” Someone replied. 

Shi Hao withdrew his gaze and looked up. These were an expanse of dao platforms, all of them quite tall. 

Every single one of them had a creature sitting on it, some sinister, some handsome, some beautiful, 

there were men and women from all different races. 

The common characteristic was that they were all shockingly powerful experts. 

In the cave, the atmosphere was extremely tense with killing intent pervading the air. Quite a few 

creatures on that dao platform carried hostility. 

Shi Hao’s expression remained the same, only, his words were domineering without backing down in the 

slightest. “Those who wish to take action can come at me. I will welcome all who dare try!” 

“Hehehe…” One of them laughed, appearing extremely unbridled, voice fleeting, making it difficult to 

discern which direction it came from. “Do you truly think of yourself so highly, treating this like your own 

province? Towards this idiot who doesn’t understand life or death, what is everyone still waiting for? 

Send him on his way.” 

Someone incited disharmony, the voice carrying cold intent. 

However, there were no idiots here. No one dared to move rashly, not willing to take the lead. 

Regardless, the newly arrived group emerged from a route of ‘death’, so they were definitely not good 

to provoke. 

“Scum who only knows how to hide your head and show your tail, you are even speaking like this 

yourself, so why don’t you dare take action?” Lu Yi stuck out his chest and spoke out. 

“Everyone, I will count to three, and then how about we all take action? When the time comes, our 

divine wills with harmonize, so I am sure everyone will take action. There is no need to be worried, 

eliminate these people!” That voice sounded again, hidden and cold. 

In that instant, the cold energy of this place surged, killing intent pervading the air. Many people were 

moved. If their divine wills harmonized and they could mutually sense each other, then there was no 

need to worry. 



Luo Dao and Lan Yichen’s expressions changed. They continuously took steps backwards. There were no 

ordinary people here, all of them heroes. If they moved at once, the results would be far from 

reassuring. 

It was to the extent where they felt that there are likely ancient freaks watching from the side. 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted, forming a vague symbol. He swept through the crowd and coldly said, “No 

need, you can take action right now.” 

After speaking, he took a large step forward, immediately making the entire cave tremble. 

It was because each time he took a step, he needed to exert great strength. There was a tremendous 

power restricting this place. 

However, right now, Shi Hao’s steps were firm and resolute, calm and unhurried, each step making this 

place tremble greatly as if a prehistoric beast was walking. 

He stared at a black robed male and quickly approached. He raised his hand and smashed it over. 

That male’s expression changed. He never expected this person to locate his true position, the secret 

method of confusion useless and his true self exposed. 

“You!” He hurriedly rose up from the platform, bringing out precious artifacts and displaying divine 

abilities to fight intensely. 

Something shocking happened. Shi Hao relied only on his flesh to fend off those precious techniques and 

his fist to blast apart the precious techniques. With a dong sound, he leapt onto the platform. 

Peng! 

The two collided, and blood splashed outwards. 

That black-robed male cried out miserably, doing everything he could to defend himself, but after just a 

dozen or so moves, he was killed. 

This scene left everyone shocked. Those who could reach this cave, how many of them were weak? They 

were all people who cultivated to the peak, yet one of them was killed so quickly by the newcomer. 

This already confirmed everything. This new person was extremely strong! 

However, there were others who curled their lips, not minding too much, still having confidence in 

themselves. 

“This group of country bumpkins definitely came here earlier, not knowing about the battle of Fallen 

Immortal Ridge…” Lu Yi muttered. 

Luo Dao hurriedly stopped him, telling him not to speak randomly. It was because this place was 

definitely not simple, likely having ancient freaks. Exposing themselves too early might result in being 

targeted. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything and jumped off the platform. He felt several waves of auras that left him 

shivering inwardly. His mind trembled, informing Luo Dao and the others to be careful. 



He carefully sensed around, but those auras disappeared, no longer appearing. He wasn’t able to 

immediately seize their locations either. 

There were clearly extremely powerful individuals here! 

Without a doubt, if there was a battle, it would definitely shock heaven and earth. It would be 

incomparably terrifying. 

“Go!” 

Shi Hao led those people forward, however, Lu Yi immediately cried out, finding it difficult to walk 

forward. He couldn’t hold on any longer, his face becoming incomparably pale. 

“I’ll return and wait for you all.” He understood his limits, not willing to drag down the others. 

Soon after, Luo Dao and Lan Yichen felt a tremendous pressure as well, finding it difficult to move. 

Meanwhile, they only walked up to that dao platform. 

In the end, after persisting for a while longer and leaping over several dozen people, they couldn’t move 

anymore. 

“Jump onto the platform. The pressure here is weaker.” Shi Hao said. 

Sure enough, after these two each selected an unmanned platform and made it up with difficulty, the 

pressure immediately lessened. They could move freely again. 

“Yi, dao friend, what are you doing? Why are you letting out your own blood?” Lan Yichen was shocked. 

He saw a middle-aged male that cut open his wrist on an adjacent platform, dripping blood on the dao 

platform. He was a bit confused. 

“Comprehend the dao. By nourishing the dao platform with blood, one can listen to the true scripture 

from the bone book inside the immortal cave.” This cultivator saw how powerful Shi Hao was and wasn’t 

willing to offend his people, thus telling them this. 

Luo Dao and Lan Yichen were shocked. The sutras could be obtained this way? 

They were a bit confused. Why didn’t they just directly visit the ancient cave to seize it? Could it be that 

that place was extremely dangerous? n.)0𝑣𝓮𝓁𝕓In 

“We cannot enter that ancient cave. Many people have died already.” That cultivator said. 

When Lan Yichen heard this, he didn’t say anything, using a drop of blue blood to test things out. Sure 

enough, the dao platform beneath his feet trembled, and a line of scriptures entered his ears. 

He had heard it before on that praying mat. 

“This… is too extravagant, right? A single line of scriptures requiring a lump of true blood. If that bone 

book has several tens of thousands of lines, then we would be left incomparably withered up…” Luo Dao 

frowned. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he didn’t stop, directly walking up to the ancient cave. There was a row of 

platforms there that were the closest to the bone book there. 



Those people were horrified as they saw him walk forward step by step, unexpectedly steady as he 

faced the tremendous pressure, the pace of his steps unchanged. 

Under many people’s shocked eyes, symbols surged from Shi Hao’s body, resisting the ever increasing 

pressure, from time to time releasing terrifying radiance. 

Along the way, Shi Hao saw a lot of blood, corpses numbering in the dozens. These were clearly the 

people who forcefully charged forward and died as as result. 

He arrived at the very first row that was quite close to the ancient cave, only several zhang from it. This 

first row had thirty six platforms that faced the ancient cave. 

Shi Hao’s mind shivered. There were unexpectedly twenty people seated on this very front platform. 

Sixteen platforms were still vacant. 

This left him shaken. One had to understand that when one reached this far, the pressure would 

increase drastically. Normal deities couldn’t endure it at all, and normal true deities would even be 

crushed into bloody paste. 

These twenty individuals were clearly all formidable. It wouldn’t be far fetched to assume that there 

were ancient freaks among them! 

Shi Hao didn’t walk into the ancient cave, instead jumping onto the twenty first platform, sitting down 

here. 

There were skeletons here as well, piled up into a thick layer before this first row of thirty six platforms. 

These several hundred skeletal remains included snow white and sparkling ones, and even some 

flickering with purple gold… they were all left behind from the ancient past. 

Those were the remains of powerful ancient geniuses! 

This was rather horrifying. There might be ancient freaks included here! 

Shi Hao silently thought to himself, carefully analyzing the situation. He discovered that only a few 

people of the first row’s twenty dropped blood to comprehend the scriptures. The others closed their 

eyes in meditation, not doing that. 

He nodded, deciding not to let out blood either, insteads wait for an opportunity to slaughter his way 

into the ancient cave. 

“Little brother’s path is different from mine, and his destination was different as well. I wonder where 

he is now…” Shi Hao said softly. However, he knew that Qin Hao was most likely fine, because he could 

still sense the imprint he left on Qin Hao’s body. 

“Everyone, we have already waited for many days. The number of experts that have gathered is 

numerous enough. We can give it a try now, see if we can enter the ancient cave.” 

At this time someone spoke. It came from someone seated in the first row. 

Meanwhile, when he opened his eyes, his eyes only moved past the bodies of the people in the first 

row, speaking to them, completely disregarding everyone else. 



“Yi?” 

Suddenly, there was a disturbance in the rear. Someone else came, triggering cries of surprise. 

“There is actually someone else who emerged from the path of death, how formidable. It is actually a 

female!” Someone cried out in alarm. 

“Making it through a route of death, truly powerful!” 

Everyone sighed with amazement. They had just experienced Shi Hao’s matter, so this time, no one 

acted rashly, nor did anyone suggest killing her. 

On the contrary, a few creatures revealed peculiar looks. It was because they felt that this woman was 

too extraordinary, exceptionally beautiful, to the extent of making the hearts of other sway. 

Shi Hao sighed inwardly. Each person was truly different from the next. An exceptional beauty actually 

attracted passionate eyes and not a bit of hostility. 

This woman's long dress fluttered about, landing on the ground as gracefully as an immortal. She closed 

in on the first row step after step, seemingly not strenuous to do so at all. 

Her figure was excellent, curves rising and falling, incomparably impressive. She had crystal blue long 

hair that was so resplendent it reflected radiance. There was a veil over her face that prevented divine 

abilities from seeing through it, hiding her true appearance. 

Those eyes were extremely large and beautiful. They carried a strange luster, as if the most resplendent 

stars were flickering. It made one feel as if they were being sucked into them. 

Apart from this, Shi Hao sensed that in her blue-colored long hair, there were a pair of horns as well, 

hidden within, vaguely visible. 

“Dragon horns!” Someone cried out. Others also saw them. 

Gasps immediately sounded. 

“She… could she be the legendary -- Dragon Girl?” Some people were shaken up. 

Everyone now began to tremble. There was this type of female among ancient freaks. She possessed an 

unmatched appearance that shocked the world. She resided in the ocean domain, an incomparably 

powerful figure. 

“It truly is Dragon Girl!” There were now people who were sure of it. 

It was because she didn’t seem to exhaust any strength either, directly reaching the first row of 

platforms, leaping onto the twenty second platform and sitting down next to Shi Hao. 

“This is good enough. I believe our strength should be sufficient to enter the cavern. Does everyone 

agree?” Someone else from the first row spoke. 

The group nodded in succession. 

Eventually, everyone agreed, unanimously approving, including Shi Hao and that dragon-horned 

exceptional beauty. 



“Take action!” 

The twenty two experts were powerful to the extent of making everyone else tremble. They rushed at 

the ancient cave together, displaying their most powerful divine abilities. 

The immortal cave was extremely hazy. There was chaotic energy and immortal light that continuously 

swirled about, forming a steady screen of light. 

At this moment, more than twenty of the most powerful individuals took action. That screen of light 

distorted, becoming indistinct. In the end, it scattered, and they rushed inside. 

Contrary to their expectations, they didn’t pay the price of blood, successfully entering. However, this 

still made them relieved. After all, these were the most powerful twenty-two individuals, ancient freaks 

included among them. 

What was shocking was that everyone became smaller, turning into specks of dust. The jade table 

seemed even taller than a mountain, and on its surface was the sacred bone book. 

It was clear that this place had spacial natural laws. It wasn’t that everyone became small, but rather the 

jade table was as large as a mountain to begin with. They just couldn’t see it all from the outside. 

“There are so many good things!” Someone cried out with alarm. 

Within the immortal cave, there were artifacts of normal size, including bone books, magical artifacts, 

and precious medicines. 

“Divine medicines, how fragrant!” Someone rushed over to pick them. That place was swirling with 

radiance with divine medicines taking root. They flowed with tens of thousands of strands of 

multicolored light. 

“Divine ancient treasure -- Yin Yang Pouch.” Another person took action to seize a divine magical 

artifact. 

Shi Hao was shocked, recognizing that the pouch was unordinary. It was actually pieced together by 

several dozen pieces of arhaic divine beast skins and refined. This might even be able to store a sect 

master level figure, right? 

A chaotic battle erupted here that was incomparably fierce. 

There were naturally people who rushed towards the jade table, wishing to seize the bone book that 

contained the immortal light. 

In midair, human figures flew out in reverse. The battle was extremely intense. Shi Hao clashed with the 

others, his eyes also becoming red. 

With a weng sound, natural laws descended, freezing this place. It left everyone shocked. 

“There are restrictions protecting this ancient cave, fearing that we will destroy it.” 

Everyone’s powers were restricted. Those that were in midair fell onto the ground. It became even more 

chaotic. 



Shi Hao felt that there was someone behind him. He directly brandished a hand, releasing a sharp and 

clear sound. 

Pa! 

He felt a strange sensation. When he turned around, he discovered that Dragon Girl who was 

surrounded by several great experts was glaring at him angrily with her beautiful eyes. It was because 

his palm, after producing symbols and flying out, slapped on her full bottom. 

Chapter 860 - Vicious Nest Shocking Change 

Dragon Girl, her body was graceful, curves rising and falling, her water-blue hair hanging down to her 

waist, flickering with luster. Her sparkling white forehead was covered in dark lines, her eyes 

resplendent like a starry stream as she stared at Shi Hao. 

He didn’t touch the butt of a tiger, but rubbed the bottom of a dragon; even Shi Hao was a bit 

speechless. Even though it was unintentional, he still gave it a slap in the end. 

That abundant bottom trembled slightly, symbols flowing. After this powerful strike, even someone as 

powerful as Dragon Girl didn’t feel too good. 

Of course, Shi Hao was still extremely shocked. If it was any other deities that took this slap, their flesh 

would have definitely exploded. However, Dragon Girl’s sparkling body wasn’t damaged. 

“Truly sturdy, full and full of flexibility.” Shi Hao muttered inwardly. 

“What are you saying?!” Dragon Girl had a veil over her face, with only her beautiful eyes and a small 

portion above the veil exposed. Even more dark lines appeared on her sparkling snow-white and glowing 

forehead, her eyes surging with anger. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He didn’t even say it out loud, only muttering it inside, so why did it seem like she 

heard him? 

“Really round and smooth, full of elasticity, her figure excellent to the extent where there is nothing bad 

that could be said about it. Even though I can’t see her true appearance, she is definitely an exceptional 

beauty. Only… she seems to have heard what I was thinking?” He muttered inwardly. 

“You still dare speak more?!” Dragon Girl’s dark eyebrows stood up vertically, her beautiful eyes that 

were flickering like stars even more so shot out blinding rays of light that flew over like stellar streams. 

Her body curved wonderfully, her beautiful figure releasing holy light, erupting with shocking divine 

force fluctuations. She had forced back the few powerful experts at her side and was now walking over 

towards Shi Hao. 

That type of power left Shi Hao shocked. He sighed inwardly in admiration. Worthy of being Dragon Girl, 

worthy of being an ancient freak. She was ridiculously powerful! 

At the same time, he realized that the other party most likely grasped… Mind Connection. Otherwise, 

how could she know what he was thinking? This was truly a shocking ability. 



“Ancient freaks truly are all astonishing, some opening Heavenly Eyes, some comprehending Mind 

Connection, one more freakish than the last.” 

Shi Hao sighed inwardly. The space between his brows shone, hurriedly protecting his divine senses, 

isolating all fluctuations and ripples. He did not wish for others to know what he was thinking. 

Hong! 

The two of them exchanged a palm through space. Symbols erupted in a dazzling and beautiful manner. 

“My hand made a mistake, I meant, a misunderstanding!” Shi Hao cried out loudly, explaining that what 

happened just now was done accidentally. 

Those on the side became speechless as well. He still dared to say ‘hand mistake’, this person truly 

didn’t have a way with words. 

Xiu! 

Like an arrow that left a bowstring, Shi Hao rushed out, avoiding Dragon Girl. He didn’t want to fight her 

for no good reasons. There were too many enemies in this cave. If he fought against an ancient freak, it 

would definitely not be good for him. Right now, seizing natural luck was the most important. 

At this moment, the pressure in the Immortal Palace increased. It was difficult for the people here to 

rush upwards. They would be blasted back down. 

The jade table was just too high up. When one fell back to the ground and looked up, the legs of the 

table simply looked like heavenly pillars, thick and tall as they towered before them. 

There was chaotic energy everywhere around them as well, above them immortal light was swirling. It 

was as if they arrived at the ends of the world, arriving at the era where heaven and earth were opened. 

After some hesitation, Dragon Girl decided not to chase after him. She began to fight against those 

enemies again. There was an ancient freak among them that wished to kill her together with a few 

others. 

It was clear that these two sides’ inheritances had old scores to settle, not satisfied until the other party 

was dead. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have directly fought bloodily here in this immortal cave instead of 

striving to seize the immortal dao scriptures first. 

Of course, this was also because of their confidence in themselves. Apart from other ancient freaks, who 

else dared to injure them? 

“Hurry and help me pick that stalk of divine medicine!” A disturbance broke out ahead. A group of 

individuals were struggling, and some of them had long formed an alliance. 

That was an ancient medicine, on its branches and tendrils a flower that was sparkling and replete with 

moisture. It erupted with seven colored multicolored light, releasing a rich medicinal fragrance. One felt 

an illusion of ascension as soon as they drew near. 

Peng! 



Shi Hao approached this place and exchanged a few palms with the others. This place was extremely 

chaotic, surrounded by all types of symbols. All of them were furious. 

“Spiritual body of an ancient freak!” Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. 

It was clear that the other party’s true body was also in the immortal cave, but they had now separated 

to seize more natural luck. 

Right now, in this cave, there were at least several kings that were the most powerful of several 

generations, rising above all others within a great battle of three thousand provinces, becoming 

unmatched in Immortal Ancient. 

Several of these types of figures appeared at once, and they all released their spiritual bodies, 

immediately making this place chaotic. 

Shi Hao’s eyes became resplendent. He didn't split apart a spiritual body and moved with his true body. 

He rushed over to seize that divine ancient medicine. 

The great battle was intense. Precious artifacts flew out in reverse, no lack of heavenly deity magical 

artifacts among them, leaving Shi Hao’s mind shaken. These types of weapons, normally speaking, 

would be hard to bring inside unless they were damaged or had serious flaws. 

“They should be magical artifacts that were nurtured in a secret realm, or something quickly repaired.” 

Shi Hao’s mind jumped. This place was terrifying after all. 

He produced the pill furnace he obtained from Fiend Island’s lightning river to protect himself. This 

magical artifact was quite special, never displaying offensive might, but its defensive ability was 

immeasurable. 

Dang! 

There were bone needles that flew over, shooting towards the pill furnace’s lid. 

Shi Hao’s fine hairs stood on end. This was a Blood Altering Divine Needle, something that would turn 

even a true deity into a clump of blood upon being struck. It was extremely difficult to refine, rumored 

to be something refined from heavenly deity bones. 

Xiu! 

Then, several dozen bone needles shot out here, impossible to defend against as they pierced through 

this space. 

Ah… 

There were immediately several individuals who cried out miserably, immediately turning into bloody 

pus. Even their bones melted, a truly tragic sight. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s body shone, producing his only heavenly passage. Activating the pill furnace lid, he rushed 

forward to take action against those individuals. He grabbed towards that divine medicine that had 

taken root in a corner, swirling with radiance. 



It was clear and dark green, as if it was carved from fine jade. A seven-colored flower bud swayed gently 

on its branches and tendrils, flowing with brilliant light, as if a rainbow was hanging there. 

However, something unexpected happened. This divine medicine could run. It pulled out its roots and 

retreated backwards, unexpectedly entering the wall and thus disappearing. 

Shi Hao and the others took action at the same time, blasting that stone wall and making this place 

tremble greatly. However, it was unaffected, not being damaged in the slightest. 

There was something strange about it! 

Shi Hao was greatly shaken up. Even someone with flesh as powerful as his own couldn’t destroy this 

stone wall, but that stalk of medicine was able to run inside? 

The others also revealed looks of surprise. They withdrew. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao took action again, rushing towards another side to fight over other ancient treasures. 

Since that mountainous jade table temporarily couldn’t be climbed, then he might as well fight over a 

few powerful weapons first to strengthen himself. It would be greatly beneficial for him in the following 

struggle. 

“Heaven Marked Conch!” 

Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with divine radiance. No wonder there were so many people gathered here and 

fighting so intensely. It turned out to be a rare wondrous treasure! 

That was a conch, the size of a fist. It looked simple and unadorned, without luster, but the symbols on it 

were extremely profound and difficult to understand. 

Rumors had it that this was a mark of heaven. 

This type of conch was extremely rare, only a few dozen of them discovered from past to present. It was 

extremely powerful. If one refined a secret treasure out of them, with just a blow, even heavenly deities 

would collapse. 

Once matured, the powerful Heaven Marked Conch could even kill sect masters and others. 

This type of thing had to be obtained; this was what everyone was thinking. Once one grasped it and 

blew it here, the other experts might all fall here. 

Shi Hao naturally tried to obtain it as well, quickly taking action, displaying a great divine ability. 

Pu! 

A powerful expert was blasted apart, blood flying everywhere. 

One has to understand that there were hundreds of thousands of creatures that died in the vicious nest 

already. Those that could reach this place were all the most powerful individuals, yet in the end, that 

person was still killed. 



This made the others here vigilant. Shi Hao could clearly sense that other ancient freaks were now 

taking note of him. 

“What is going on?” 

This time, there was a blonde individual that rushed up first. It was because he had been fighting this 

entire time, now seizing a favorable location. His own body was also powerful to an immeasurable level. 

However, he still failed to obtain anything. 

That Heaven Marked Conch entered the stone wall before disappearing. 

When Shi Hao saw this, he backed off, his expression serious. 

He didn’t take action again. He looked around them, seeing that the other ancient treasures were also 

like this, difficult to obtain. 

Sou sou... 

Right at this moment, the figures that didn’t have the strength to enter and were sitting on the dao 

platforms felt that the pressure disappeared. They all rushed into the immortal cave to fight over the 

treasure. 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. Since it was natural luck left behind for later generations, why could no 

one obtain them? 

“Rise!” 

Someone borrowed powerful secret treasures to rise up, precious splendor scattering out from them. 

“Heavenly deity secret treasure!” 

Everyone cried out with shock. This type of magical artifact was a forbidden object that was difficult to 

bring in. Right now, there was an ancient freak that used it to rush up the jade table. 

“Not good!” 

Many people cried outwards, all of them doing everything they could to rush upwards. 

Shi Hao also couldn’t control himself. Even if there were ancient freaks, he still had no choice but to 

compete for it. If he ended up missing this chance, then he would definitely regret it his whole life. 

The jade table was even taller than a mountain. There was an enormous bone book on it that flowed 

with brilliant colors. Immortal mists were released wave after wave, making this place exceptionally 

divine and peaceful. 

“Haha, I finally obtained it. Everyone, goodbye!” 

On the jade table, that white haired youth laughed. He grabbed that piece of precious bone, obtaining 

the vicious ten’s precious technique, preparing to leave with the heavenly deity magical artifact. 

However, his expression suddenly changed. 



At this moment, Shi Hao also felt his head becoming numb. Without a second thought, he rushed out 

from the immortal cave at full speed, jumping outwards. 

“Hurry and leave!” 

Shi Hao shouted while rushing forward, warning Luo Dao, Lan Yichen, and Lu Yi to hurry and rush 

outwards. 

It was because his mind had never pounded so greatly in the past, feeling as if a great disaster was on 

the verge of descending. He felt as if there was a great life threatening danger about to arrive, making 

his fine hairs stand on end. 

He wasn’t the only one. Dragon Girl also released a cry, reacting at the same time as him, rushing 

outwards, her beautiful eyes filled with anxiousness and shock. 

The two of them pressed forward side by side, running out together out from the dao platform region. 

“No… ah!” 

On the jade table, that white-haired youth roared loudly. He fiercely swung out his arm, but it was 

useless. All of the blood in his body quickly flowed towards the bone piece that was swirling with 

immortal light. 

At the same time, within that ancient cave, chaotic energy surged, releasing streak after streak of sword 

energy that swept out towards the crowd. 

In that instant, many people became bloody pastes, collapsing on the spot. 

That was a world shocking sword energy. Forget about them, even if heavenly deities came, they would 

similarly be killed, difficult to survive past it. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao suffered a blow to the back as well. If not for him using the pill furnace to block it, he definitely 

would have been blasted through. That murderous light was too powerful. 

“Cough…” Shi Hao coughed out a large mouthful of blood. This power was just too great. Even with the 

pill furnace as protection, his body was still shaken up until his bones wished to break, his entire body 

slamming outwards. 

 


